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Opposition parties resorted
to vehement protest in

and out of Parliament on
Wednesday over the alleged
discrimination against
Opposition-ruled States in the
Union Budget. MPs belonging
to the INDIA Bloc staged
protest in Parliament premises
during the day and also
walked out from the Rajya
Sabha while heated exchange
of words between the ruling
benches were noticed when
issues like Article 356,
Emergency cropped up.
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman termed the
allegations by Opposition
benches “outrageous” and said
all the States never found a
mention in any of the previous
Budgets, including those
presented by the Congress.
Leader of the Opposition in
the Lok Sabha Rahul Gandhi
said the Budget is an “assault
on the sanctity of India’s
federal structure”. Ruling BJP
dismissed the Congress
charge of the Union Budget
being “discriminatory”
towards Opposition-ruled
States and asserted that every
State and section has been

taken care of by the Modi
Government.
No State ignored in Budget,
Opposition trying to mislead,
said Sitharaman.
In the protest in Parliament
premises besides Rahul,
Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge,
Congress Parliamentary
Party chief Sonia Gandhi,
Samajwadi Party chief
Akhilesh Yadav, several MPs
of the Congress, TMC,
Samajwadi Party, DMK and
the Left joined the protest
held on the steps leading up
to the Makar Dwar of
Parliament. Sharing a picture
of the protest on his
WhatsApp channel, Rahul
said, “Today, along with
INDIA janbandhan MPs,
protested against NDA’s
‘Kursi Bachao Budget’ in
Parliament House premises.”
Further, to continue with
protest, Congress Chief
Ministers and other non-BJP
led CM of States like
Jharkhand, West Bengal,
Delhi, Punjab will be
boycotting the NITI Aayog
meeting scheduled for July 27.
Led by Congress, Opposition
staged a walkout from the
Rajya Sabha. 
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The Centre on Wednesday
sent a stern message that

terrorists active in Jammu and
Kashmir region will either
land in jail or be sent to
‘jahannum’ (hell). Days after
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Home Minister Amit
Shah, and the entire Defence
core team held series of review
meeting for constant Jammu
terror attacks in recent times,
Minister of State for Home
Affairs Nityanand Rai
asserted in Parliament that the
Modi Government has zero
tolerance for terrorism.
A terrorist was neutralised
while one more Indian Army
jawan sacrificed his life in the
ongoing encounter with
terrorists in the North
Kashmir district of Kupwara

on Wednesday. The
braveheart has been identified
as  Naik (GNR) Dilwar Khan.
This is the third incident of
terrorist violence in the last
three days in Jammu and
Kashmir. 
The house of a Shaurya
Chakra awardee was targeted
by terrorists in the Khawas
tehsil of Rajouri on Monday
while an Army jawan
sacrificed his life in the line of
duty thwarting a major
infiltration bid along the line
of control in the Krishna
Ghati sector of Poonch on
Tuesday.
“The Modi Government has
zero tolerance for terrorism.
We will end terrorism. They
(terrorists) will be either in
jail or jahannum... I want to
assure the House. Terrorist
activities witnessed recently
will soon end. They

(terrorists) will not succeed in
their design,” Rai said in
Parliament.
In the latest Rajouri incident,
in the ensuing firefight, one
terrorist was eliminated and a
soldier received injuries who
later succumbed to his
injuries. A spokesman of the
Chinar Corps said based on
specific information the
operation was launched by
the Indian Army and Jammu
and Kashmir police in the
general area of Kowut,
Kupwara on July 23.  On July
24, suspicious movement was
observed and challenged by
vigilant troops, in response to
which terrorists opened
indiscriminate fire
The Government informed
the Lok Sabha that in the past
few days, 28 terrorists have
been killed in Jammu and
Kashmir and unfortunately
some security personnel have
also lost their lives. According
to the Minister, security
forces have killed about 900
terrorists in the region after
the abrogation of Article 370
in 2019.
Between 2004-2014 when the
UPA was ruling at the Centre,
there were 7,217 incidents of
terrorism in Jammu and
Kashmir. The number came
down to 2,259 from 2014,
when the BJP was voted to
power, and July 21 this year,
Rai said. In 2019, the erstwhile
state of Jammu and Kashmir
was bifurcated into the union
territories of Jammu and
Kashmir, and Ladakh.
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The Bihar Assembly on
Wednesday passed a Bill

aimed at curbing the scourge
of question paper leaks and
other malpractices in
recruitment tests conducted
by the State.
The Bihar Public
Examinations (PE)
(Prevention of Unfair Means)
Bill, 2024, was moved by state
Parliamentary Affairs
Minister Vijay Kumar
Chaudhary and passed
through voice vote amidst a
walkout staged by the
Opposition.
The new legislation targets
curbing malpractices in
competitive examinations,
including the leak of question
papers, in the State which,
incidentally, has also been at
the centre of the NEET 2024
paper leak controversy.
The Bill stipulates severe
punishment for those
involved in such
malpractices, including a
prison term of three to five
years and a fine of �10 lakh.

INDIA Bloc protests over Budget ‘bias’
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Observing that there is a trust deficit
between farmers and the Central

Government, the Supreme Court on
Wednesday proposed the constitution
of an independent committee
comprising eminent persons to reach
out to the protesters at Shambhu border
and address their demands, including a
legal guarantee of MSP.
The top court directed the Punjab and

Haryana Governments to suggest the
names of suitable individuals for the
committee and submit a proposal for
removal of barricades on the National
Highway while ordering a status quo on
the border for a week.
A three-judge bench headed by Justice
Surya Kant said there is a need for a
"neutral umpire" who can inspire
confidence between farmers and the
Government.
"You have to take some steps to reach
out to farmers. Why would they
otherwise want to come to Delhi? You
are sending Ministers from here and
despite their best intentions there is

trust deficit," the bench also comprising
Justices Dipankar Datta and Ujjal
Bhuyan said.
"Let appropriate instructions be taken
within a week. Till then let parties
maintain status quo at the site to
prevent flaring up of the situation at the
Shambhu border," the bench said while
posting the matter after a week.
The top court was hearing the Haryana

Government's plea challenging the
High Court order asking it to remove
within a week the barricades at the
Shambhu border near Ambala where
protesting farmers have been camping
since February 13.
During the hearing, Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta submitted that earlier the
roads were blocked against the three
agricultural laws and now they have
new demands.
The top court said the Centre has to
examine the demands of the farmers as
a welfare state. "Some demands may be
genuine, others may not be acceptable,"
the bench said.
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ANepalese private plane
crashed and caught fire

shortly after taking off from
the Tribhuvan International
Airport here on Wednesday,
killing 18 people aboard,
including a child, and
seriously injuring the pilot —
the only survivor.
The Bombardier CRJ-200
aircraft of Saurya Airlines,
carrying 19 people, including
two crew members and
technical staff of the airline,
was bound for Pokhara
International Airport for
regular maintenance service
when the accident occurred at
11.11 am (local time).
“Shortly after takeoff from
runway 02, the aircraft veered
off to the right and crashed on
the east side of the runway,”
said a statement issued by the

Civil Aviation Authority of
Nepal.
It said rescue operations were
initiated immediately and fire
was brought under control.
“One injured person (Captain
Manish Ratna Shakya) was
rescued and taken to the
hospital, and 18 People were
found dead,” it added.
The aviation authority
identified one of the
passengers as a child named
Adhiraj Sharma, who was the
son of Manu Raj Sharma, a
technician of Saurya Airlines.
Sharma’s wife Priza
Khatiwada and their four-
year old son Adhiraj died in
the crash.
A statement issued by the
airline said that Priza and her
son were initially identified as
employees of the company,
but it was later revealed that
they were passengers.
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To provide seamless and
barrier-free tolling experience

on National Highways and
Expressways, the  Road and
Transport Ministry has decided to
initially implement global
navigation satellite system
(GNSS)-based toll collection
system on pilot basis as an added
facility along with FASTag.
Union Road Transport and
Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari
said pilot study with regard to
GNSS-based user fee collection
system has been done on
Bengaluru-Mysore section of NH-
275 in Karnataka and Panipat-
Hisar section of NH-709 in
Haryana.
Gadkari said a stakeholder
consultation through
international workshop was

organised on June 25, 2024 and
global expression of interest (EOI)
was invited for wider industrial
consultation on June 7, 2024 with
last date of submission as July 22,
2024.
Replying to a separate question, he

said the master plan for National
Highways to improve the logistics
with provision of expressway/high
speed highways has been prepared
by the Road Ministry under PM
Gatishakti Framework using
transportation model with

analysis of data of e-way bills
(GST), toll and traffic survey.
Responding to another question,
the Minister said among all the
National Highway projects that
started about 10 years ago, 697
projects have gone beyond their
original completion schedule.
Primary reasons for delay in NH
projects are issues relating to land
acquisition, statutory clearances ,
utility shifting, encroachment
removal, law & order, financial
crunch of contractor, poor
performance of contractor and
force majeure events like Covid-19
pandemic, heavy rainfall, floods,
cyclone, landslides/avalanches etc,
he added.
According to Gadkari, since 2014,
NHAI has availed loan and other
borrowings totalling �3.77 lakh
crore for completion of projects /
scheme entrusted with them.
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Adifferent year and another
Olympics, but for Indian

archers, the target will be the same
— fetching their first ever medal
at the Games.
More or less regular at the
Olympics since debuting back in
1988, the archers will kick off the
nation’s Paris campaign here on
Thursday with the qualification
rounds at the Les Invalides
gardens here. 

For the first time after London
2012, India will have a full six-
member squad after both the
men’s and women’s teams
qualified on the basis of rankings.
This means they will compete in
all the five events.
Veterans Tarundeep Rai and
Deepika Kumari, appearing in
their fourth Olympics, will lead
their young teammates, hoping to
securing at least a top-10 finish in
the qualification round to ensure a
favourable draw.

Each archer will shoot 72 arrows
and the scores in the qualification
round of 128 athletes from 53
countries will decide the seeds for
the main knockout competition
beginning with the women’s team
finals on Sunday.
The qualifying round will be
crucial for the Indians, who have
often slipped in the seedings and
ended up losing to heavyweights
Korea, tipped to top the
qualifications.
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In an era where fleeting
moments of fame on social

media have become the
obsession, many youngsters are
resorting to dangerous stunts and
rule-breaking to impress their
followers on platforms like
Instagram and Twitter. One such
incident involved a 20-year-old
“Spiderman” in Delhi, who was
caught sitting on the bonnet of a
car while making videos,
showcasing the perilous lengths
some will go for digital notoriety.
According to officials on
Wednesday, a fine of � 26,000 was
imposed for dangerous driving
and other violations in the
matter.
According to the police, they
received a complaint on social
media platform X about a
Scorpio car seen on Dwarka road
with a person dressed as

Spiderman on its bonnet. 
Police traced the car and located
the occupants near Ramphal
Chowk in Dwarka. The person in

the Spiderman costume was
identified as Aditya, a resident of
Najafgarh. The driver of the
vehicle was identified as a 19-year

-old Gaurav Singh, a resident of
Mahavir Enclave, a senior police
officer said.
However, this is not the first time

this young boy has used such
means for gaining popularity on
social media. Previously, he was
arrested for performing stunts on
a motorcycle, with no number
plate or mirrors, in South West
Delhi’s Dwarka. After the reel
went viral, the traffic police took
cognisance and arrested him
along with one other female who
was dressed as Spiderwoman.
The police issued a challan under
Motor Vehicle Act.
While one expected the culprits
to be ashamed of flouting the law,
the young Spiderman called his
arrest a proud moment. Calling
himself “Najafgarh Spiderman”,
he has taken to the streets of
Delhi while donning his
superhero attire many times. He
runs an Instagram account called
Indian Spidey Official, where he
posts videos of his stunts.
The boy’s bio reads, “Your
Friendly Neighbourhood Indian

Spidey” and the account has over
12,500 followers, with the viral
videos getting more than one
lakh likes. A quick scroll through
his Instagram page shows the
“Indian Spidey” playing
badminton, riding a tractor and
dancing on trending songs.
Meanwhile, the owner and driver
of the vehicle have been
prosecuted for dangerous
driving, driving without a
pollution certificate, and not
wearing a seat belt, with a
possible maximum fine of �6,000
and/or imprisonment or both,
the officer said.
“The Delhi Traffic Police
reiterates its commitment to
ensuring road safety for all
citizens. Such reckless behaviour
on the roads will not be tolerated,
and strict action will be taken
against offenders to uphold the
law and protect the lives of road
users,” an official said.
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Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
president Sukhbir Singh

Badal on Wednesday made a
noteworthy appearance at the
Sikhs’ highest temporal seat —
Akal Takht Sahib in Amritsar,
delivering a detailed written
explanation in response to a
series of serious allegations
made by a faction of rebel
leaders within his party.
Sukhbir’s visit comes amid
heightened scrutiny and inter-
nal dissent, marking a signifi-
cant chapter in the ongoing tur-
moil within the SAD.

Sukhbir arrived at the
Golden Temple complex at
around 1:20 pm, accompanied
by senior party leaders Daljit
Singh Cheema, Balwinder
Singh Bhundar, and Harcharan
Bains. Prior to presenting him-
self at the Akal Takht, he visit-
ed the Golden Temple to offer
prayers and partake in the cus-
tomary offering of karah
prashad. This was followed by
his formal appearance before
Akal Takht’s head priest
Jathedar Giani Raghbir Singh.

The Akal Takht, the
supreme temporal seat of
Sikhism, had issued summons
to Sukhbir on July 15, demand-
ing that he address allegations
made by a group of rebel SAD

leaders. These leaders had
accused Sukhbir of failing to
uphold and represent the core
sentiments and values of the
Sikh community. The rebellion
within the party, led by promi-
nent leaders such as Prem
Singh Chandumajra, Bibi Jagir
Kaur, and other discontented
leaders, had already escalated
tensions, leading to a formal
apology and accusations being
presented to the Akal Takht ear-
lier this month.

During his visit, Sukhbir
submitted his written explana-
tion in a sealed envelope to
Jathedar Giani Raghbir Singh.
The meeting, which lasted
around 20 minutes, was held in
the presence of Shiromani
Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee (SGPC) president
Harjinder Singh Dhami, who
also provided clarification on
behalf of the SGPC.

Despite the gravity of the
situation, Sukhbir chose not to
address the media or make
any public statements, opting
instead to leave quietly after the
submission.

In his address to the media,
Jathedar Giani Raghbir Singh
confirmed that Sukhbir’s expla-
nation would be reviewed by
the Panj Singh Sahibans — a
council of five high-ranking
Sikh priests. This council is

tasked with evaluating the
explanations and making a
determination on the next
steps. The Jathedar empha-
sized that this process is integral
to maintaining transparency
and accountability within Sikh
institutions.

The backdrop to this high-
profile appearance involved a
series of allegations from the
rebel faction, who, on July 1,
had presented an apology let-
ter detailing grievances against
Sukhbir’s tenure as SAD presi-
dent and Deputy Chief
Minister. Their letter cited sev-
eral contentious issues, includ-
ing the mishandling of the
2015 sacrilege incidents, the
controversial pardon of Dera
Sacha Sauda chief Gurmeet
Ram Rahim Singh, and allega-
tions of financial mismanage-
ment. The letter also pointed to
what the rebels described as
misuse of SGPC funds for
advertising campaigns aimed at
justifying these decisions.

The sacrilege incidents of
2015, which involved the des-
ecration of Sikh religious texts,
and the decision to pardon
Ram Rahim Singh, who had
been implicated in blasphe-
mous acts, were particularly
contentious. The rebels accused
Sukhbir of using his influence
to secure the pardon for Ram

Rahim Singh for political gains,
despite widespread opposition
from the Sikh community. They
also criticized the SAD gov-
ernment’s failure to take action
against those responsible for the
sacrilege and the subsequent
police firings at Kotkapura and
Behbal Kalan.

In response to these serious
allegations, the Akal Takht had
directed both Sukhbir and the
SGPC to provide clarifications.
The SGPC's response also
addressed concerns about
alleged expenditures on adver-
tisements aimed at defending
controversial decisions made
during Sukhbir’s tenure.

Notably, just a day before
his scheduled appearance,
Sukhbir had dissolved the
party’s core committee includ-
ing key members of the rebel
faction — a move seen by
many as an attempt to restruc-
ture and possibly purge dissent
within the party ranks.

As the Sikh community
and political observers await the
outcome of the Singh Sahibs’
meeting, the future direction of
the SAD remains uncertain.
The party, already reeling from
recent electoral defeats and
internal discord, now stands at
a critical juncture, with its lead-
ership under intense scrutiny
and its unity in jeopardy.
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In a display of commitment
to his electoral promises,

Punjab Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann on
Wednesday held a public dur-
bar in Jalandhar, directly
addressing and resolving the
grievances of residents. The
initiative, part of the ‘Doabe
Ch Sarkar Tuhaade Dwaar’
scheme, reflected Mann's
pledge to be accessible and
responsive to the needs of the
people.

The durbar was held at the
Chief Minister's Jalandhar
residence, where Mann was
joined by officials from vari-
ous departments. The event
aimed to provide immediate
solutions to the issues faced by
residents,  ranging from
administrative hurdles to
police and other departmen-
tal concerns. Mann personal-
ly met with individuals, lis-
tening to their complaints
and ensuring prompt action to
address their issues.

Mann, who has promised
to spend two days a week in
Jalandhar, began his visit by
addressing a gathering of
party leaders, lawmakers, and
volunteers at a local hotel. He
thanked them for their role in
the party’s recent by-election
victory in Jalandhar West. He
emphasized that their efforts
had significantly contributed
to the party's success and
pledged that they would be
entrusted with more respon-
sibilities within the organiza-
tion and government.

During the public durbar,
Mann expressed his satisfac-
tion with the turnout and the
opportunity to interact direct-
ly with the citizens. “As
promised by me that I will
personally sit here for two
days, I have come here to solve
the grievances of people.
Every person coming here is
being attended to and his
problem is being disposed of
through a robust mechanism.
I am elated to learn that peo-
ple from other districts are
also coming here to get their
routine administrative work
done,” said Mann.

He highlighted that such
an initiative was unprece-
dented in the past 75 years,
marking a significant shift in
how government services are
delivered. The Chief Minister
noted that this direct engage-
ment with the public not only
helped in addressing imme-
diate concerns but also served
as a platform for gathering
valuable feedback on state
policies.

Mann assured the resi-
dents that they would no
longer need to travel to
Chandigarh for routine mat-

ters, as he would be available
in Jalandhar to oversee and
address their needs. He reit-
erated his commitment to
decentralizing governance and
making it more accessible to
the people, reflecting his
broader vision of a govern-
ment that operates closer to
the grassroots.

“The sole motive of this
initiative is to ensure that
people of the state, especially
from Majha and Doaba
region, are facilitated for get-
ting their routine works
done…Today, I listened to
grievances of people till 8 pm
in evening,” he said.

The Chief Minister also
took the opportunity to crit-
icize past practices of cen-
tralized governance, asserting
that the new approach would
save time, money, and energy
for the people. He emphasized
that the state government’s
flagship initiative, ‘Sarkar
Tuhaade Dwaar,’  which
involves organizing village-
level camps to provide citizen-
centric services, is a step
towards making governance
more efficient and people-
friendly.
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Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann, fulfilling his pre-elec-
tion promise to spend two
days a week in Jalandhar city
to address local issues by stay-
ing connected with the Doaba
and Majha regions, held a cel-
ebratory lunch meeting with
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) vol-
unteers and workers on
Wednesday to commend them
for their remarkable victory in
the Jalandhar West assembly
by-election.

The win, which saw AAP’s
Mohinder Bhagat securing
over 60,000 votes and a vic-
tory margin exceeding 37,000,
was hailed as a testament to
the hard work and dedication
of the party's grassroots vol-
unteers. Mann expressed grat-
itude on behalf of AAP
supremo Arvind Kejriwal,
highlighting that this triumph
ser ves as a resounding
endorsement of the party's
pro-people policies.

In his address, Mann
emphasized the unexpected
nature of the victory, noting
that surveys and predictions
had not anticipated such a
decisive outcome. He under-
scored that the success was
not just a political win but also
a reflection of the public’s
respect for the party’s relent-
less efforts and commitment
to addressing their needs.

Mann used the occasion
to reflect on the recent elec-
tions and the valuable insights
gained from interacting with
various community groups,
including businessmen,
traders, doctors, and teachers.

The Chief Minister also
took a moment to address
political rivalries, taking a jab
at opponents like Sheetal
Angural and emphasizing the
importance of patience and
integrity in politics.  He
warned against the pitfalls of
greed and promised that those
who work honestly would be
rewarded.

Looking ahead, Mann
called on AAP volunteers to
remain united and dedicated,
stressing that internal dis-
putes could undermine the
party’s progress. He drew a
comparison with the
Shiromani Akali Dal, high-
lighting the pitfalls of disuni-
ty. Mann celebrated AAP’s
rapid growth, pointing out its
significant achievements in a
short span, including gover-
nance in two states, represen-
tation in the Rajya Sabha and
Lok Sabha, and mayoral posi-
tions in major cities.

Mann assured the volun-
teers that their hard work
would not go unnoticed, with
plans to assign responsibilities
within the party and the gov-
ernment to those who con-
tributed to the recent victory.
He also affirmed his commit-
ment to addressing local needs
in Jalandhar, reducing the
necessity for residents to trav-
el  to Chandigarh for
assistance.

He encouraged volunteers
to prepare for upcoming elec-
tions, including by-polls and
local body elections, rein-
forcing the party's commit-
ment to contest every election
with vigor.
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New Delhi: Observing that
there is a trust deficit between
farmers and the central govern-
ment, the Supreme Court on
Wednesday proposed the con-
stitution of an independent com-
mittee comprising eminent per-
sons to reach out to the protest-
ers at Shambhu border and
address their demands, including
a legal guarantee of MSP.

The top court directed the
Punjab and Haryana govern-
ments to suggest the names of
suitable individuals for the com-
mittee and submit a proposal for
removal of barricades on the
national highway while ordering
a status quo on the border for a
week.  A three-judge bench
headed by Justice Surya Kant said
there is a need for a "neutral
umpire" who can inspire confi-
dence between farmers and the
government.  "You have to take
some steps to reach out to farm-
ers. Why would they otherwise
want to come to Delhi? You are
sending Ministers from here
and despite their best intentions
there is trust deficit," the bench
also comprising Justices
Dipankar Datta and Ujjal Bhuyan
said.

"Let appropriate instructions
be taken within a week. Till then
let parties maintain status quo at

the site to prevent flaring up of
the situation at the Shambhu bor-
der," the bench said while post-
ing the matter after a week.  The
top court was hearing the
Haryana government's plea chal-
lenging the high court order ask-
ing it to remove within a week the
barricades at the Shambhu bor-
der near Ambala where protest-
ing farmers have been camping
since February 13.

During the hearing, Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta submitted
that earlier the roads were
blocked against the three agri-
cultural laws and now they have
new demands. The top court said
the Centre has to examine the
demands of the farmers as a wel-
fare state. "Some demands may
be genuine, others may not be
acceptable," the bench said. The
apex court remarked that the
state cannot keep the highway
blocked all round the year.

Mehta submitted that over
500-600 tanks, which have been
modified as "armoured tanks" are
positioned at the protest site.  He
said if they are permitted to trav-
el to the national capital, law and
order situation may arise.  Punjab
Advocate General Gurminder
Singh submitted that while
Haryana can regulate the move-
ment but the blockade of nation-

al highway was resulting in huge
ramifications for the economy of
Punjab. The state government in
its appeal has cited the law and
order situation for the blockade.

On July 12, while hearing a
related matter, the top court had
asked the Haryana government
to remove the barricades and
questioned its authority to block
the highway. The Haryana gov-
ernment had set up barricades on
the Ambala-New Delhi nation-
al highway in February after the
Samyukta Kisan Morcha (Non-
Political) and the Kisan Mazdoor
Morcha announced that farmers
would march to Delhi in support
of various demands, including a
legal guarantee of minimum
support price (MSP) for crops.

"How can a state block a
highway? It has a duty to regu-
late traffic. We are saying open it
but regulate," a bench of Justices
Surya Kant and Ujjal Bhuyan had
said on July 12 after the Haryana
government counsel informed
the bench about the state's inten-
tion of filing an appeal in the apex
court.

Justice Kant had told the
state's counsel, "Why do you want
to challenge the high court's
order? Farmers are also citizens
of this country. Give them food
and good medical care. They will

come, raise slogans and go back.
I think you don't commute by
road."

The top court had made the
observations while hearing a
plea of the Haryana government
challenging a March 7 decision
of the Punjab and Haryana High
Court to set up a committee
headed by a former high court
judge to probe farmer
Shubhkaran Singh's death dur-
ing a clash between the protest-
ing farmers and Haryana secu-
rity personnel in February.
Singh, 21, a native of Bathinda,
was killed and several police per-
sonnel were injured in clashes at
Khanauri on the Punjab-
Haryana border on February 21.

The incident occurred when
some protesting farmers were
trying to head towards the bar-
ricades erected at the border and
were stopped by the security per-
sonnel from marching to Delhi.
In its order, the high court had
also said if any law and order sit-
uation arises, the state govern-
ment can take preventive action
according to law. It had issued a
similar direction to the Punjab
government for maintaining law
and order while stating that the
barricades on its side should also
be removed.

(Agencies)
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Stating that the State
Government is working to

equip the police with modern
technology, the Haryana Chief
Minister Nayab Singh Saini
said on Wednesday said that
the police must serve and pro-
tect the public and to instill fear
of the law among criminals. He
said that the State police are
taking strict action against
criminals and drug traffickers
and ensuring they are pun-
ished.

The Chief Minister said
this after participating as the
Chief Guest in the passing out
parade at the Police Training
College, Sunaria in Rohtak on
the completion of training
period of 1,265 jawans of 18
companies. Saini said that the
work of the police is challeng-
ing and the Haryana Police is
performing its duties with
patience even in difficult and
adverse circumstances. The
government is committed to
make Haryana Police the lead-
ing police force of the country.

He said TRP (Transparent
Recruitment Process) has been
implemented for fair recruit-
ment in the police depart-
ment. Training institutes
should keep in mind that a
police official should be a good
citizen as well apart from being
a good policeman.

During the programme,
Saini rode in an open jeep,

inspected the parade contin-
gents and took the salute of the
grand march past. The Chief
Minister congratulated the
jawans who completed their
training.

In the address, Saini said
the government is ensuring
the safety of life and property
of every person. Today, with the
joining of these jawans in
Haryana Police, the strength of
the police force will increase.
All the jawans should perform
their duties with hard work and
dedication so that the efficien-
cy of the police force can be
increased. He said out of the
1265 jawans who received
training, 765 jawans have
received training from the
Sunaria Police Academy and

500 jawans from Haryana
Police Academy, Madhuban.
He called upon the police per-
sonnel to work with the spirit
of serving the country along
with doing social service. He
said in about 10 and a half
years, the government has
given employment to more
than 1.32 lakh youth on merit.

The Chief Minister said the
Haryana Police is taking strict
action against criminals and
people involved in illegal drug
trafficking and getting them
punished. The State
Government is fully alert to
deal with drug smugglers. It has
established the Inter-State
Drugs Secretariat and Haryana
State Narcotics Control Bureau
for this.

He said national and inter-
national level players are being
recruited to improve the level
of sports in the Haryana Police.
Out of 1265 jawans who
received the training, 601 are
players. The police is being
equipped with modern tech-
niques to prevent crimes. The
Haryana Police has been
awarded the President's Colour
Award in February 2023, which
is a matter of pride.

The Chief Minister said as
soon as a call is received on
‘Dial 112’, the police reach for
help within 7 minutes and 5
seconds. So far, 30 lakh calls
have been received on this
number and 93 percent of
these people are satisfied with
the action of the police. The
‘Dial 112’ service has also been
made available on WhatsApp.
In times of a crisis, police help
can be taken by sending a
message on WhatsApp. He
said the government has estab-
lished the Haryana State Cyber
Crime Coordination Centre
to curb cyber crime and has
started cyber crime helpline
number 1930.

He said cyber police sta-
tions have been established in
every district. The country's
first training centre has been
established in Gurugram to
face the challenges related to
cyber crime. The Haryana
Police has been awarded five
times for efficient performance
in passport verification work.

The daily allowance of police-
men and honorarium of SPOs
have been increased by the gov-
ernment. Haryana is the only
state in the country to give
weekly rest to every policeman,
the Chief Minister added. In all,
22 public schools have been
established for the education of
children of police personnel.
Self-defence training is being
provided in educational insti-
tutions by women police per-
sonnel trained in these tech-
niques.

The CM honoured three
jawans who performed excel-
lently in the convocation
parade ceremony by giving
them first class appreciation let-
ters and cash awards. The
awardees include Sepoy
Narvindra Singh for the first
prize, Sepoy Vakil Kumar for
the second prize and Sepoy
Jagbir Singh for the third prize.

On the occasion, Director
General of Police (DGP)
Shatrujeet Kapur said the gov-
ernment has formed a special
task force to deal with serious
crimes. The ex-gratia amount
given to the families of martyrs
has been increased three times,
the children of martyrs are also
given government jobs and
monthly financial assistance
is also provided to the depen-
dent woman. He said under the
contract made with the bank,
an assistance amount of Rs 1
crore is also given to the depen-
dents of the martyr.
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Amritsar: Two security personnel sustained minor injuries when
a tyre of a vehicle which was part of Punjab Governor Banwarilal
Purohit's cavalcade burst in Gharinda village here on Wednesday,
police said. The incident occurred during the governor's visit
to the border areas here. Two security personnel were travel-
ling in a jeep that was moving with the governor's cavalcade.
A tyre of the jeep burst and the two security personnel sustained
minor injuries while the driver was trying to bring the vehicle
to a halt, a police official said. The two were taken to Guru Nanak
Dev Hospital here for a thorough examination. Station House
Officer, Gharinda, Karampal Singh said the governor was on a
visit to the border areas in the district and held meetings with
village defence committees in different border villages. The inci-
dent involving one of the security vehicles occurred when the
governor's cavalcade was crossing Gharinda village on the way
back to Amritsar city, Singh said. Purohit visited several villages
along the Indo-Pak border including Rajatal and Mahawa.
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Mohali: The Mohali Police on Wednesday arrested three youths
including a serving Agniveer who were allegedly involved in
several snatching incidents in Mohali. One country-made pis-
tol, two live rounds, a car with a fake number, one bike, a scooty
and two mobile phones have been recovered from them. The
accused identified as Agniveer Ishmeet Singh, alias Ishu,
Prabhpreet Singh alias Prabh and Balkaran Singh, all residents
of Tahliwala Bandla, Fazilka, were residing in a paying guest
accommodation in Balongi.  Talking to reporters, Mohali SSP
Sandeep Garg said, “Suspect Ishmeet Singh joined Army as an
Agniveer in 2022. He had come on one month leave but did
not join Army in West Bengal. He had bought an illegal weapon
from Kanpur while coming home on leave. The suspects used
to snatch vehicles by threatening passersby with illegal arms and
used vehicles with fake number plates.”  On Sunday night, the
trio booked a taxi through the Indrive app and snatched the
vehicle by spraying pepper spray at driver's face near Chappar
Chiri. When the taxi driver resisted, one of them fired a shot
before fleeing the spot. A case was registered at Sadar Kurali
police station.
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Shimla: Chief Minister Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu on Wednesday
launched the official website of Paragliding World Cup 2024
being organized at Bir Billing in Kangra district from 2nd
November to 9th November this year. The website will contain
all information related to the World Cup.  He said that this World
Cup would be organized by the Billing Paragliding Association
in collaboration with the Himachal Pradesh Government and
130 pilots from about 50 countries are expected to compete in
one of the most challenging and exhilarating environments for
cross-country at the picturesque location of Bir Billing, the world's
best paragliding site.  He said that this global event, set against
the majestic backdrop of the Dhauladhar Mountain range in
Himachal Pradesh, promises an exhilarating experience for both
participants and spectators.  The Chief Minister emphasized the
government's dedication to boosting adventure tourism in the
region. "Himachal Pradesh, with its stunning landscapes and
favourable weather conditions, is a natural heaven for paraglid-
ing enthusiasts. The present State Government is committed to
provide all necessary support to ensure that paragliding events
are safe and well-organized" remarked Sukhu.  He said that the
Himachal Paragliding Festival would also be organized to show-
case India’s cultural arts, adventure sports, wellness, literature,
and entertainment during the event. He said that the
Government has also announced various initiatives under the
same to promote ‘Women in Paragliding’ and to highlight India’s
sportsmanship and cultural arts at a world-class opening and
closing ceremony for the event.
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Shimla: Fifteen roads were closed for vehicular traffic in
Himachal Pradesh following heavy rainfall in the past 24 hours
even as the weather office issued a 'yellow' alert of heavy rain
at isolated places for the next four days till July 28.  A total of
15 roads -- 12 in Mandi, two in Kinnaur and one in Kangra dis-
trict -- were closed for vehicular traffic, while 62 transformers
were disrupted in the state, according to the state emergency
operation centre. The Met also cautioned about damage to plan-
tations and standing crops, vulnerable structures and 'kutcha'
houses in the state due to strong winds and waterlogging in low-
lying areas.  Intermittent rain lashed parts of the state, with
Baijnath recording 85 mm of rainfall since Tuesday evening, fol-
lowed by Palampur (25.2 mm), Jogindernagar (18 mm),
Dharamshala (10.4 mm), Hamirpur (8mm), Poanta Sahib (7.6
mm), Sainj and Kahu (7.5 mm each), Kasauli (7.4 mm) and
Shimla (5.6 mm), according to the Meteorological Centre,
Shimla. So far, 49 persons have died in rain related incidents
in the state, which has suffered losses of approximately Rs 389
crore in the ongoing monsoon season since June 27, the emer-
gency operation centre said.
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Chandigarh: Haryana Chief Minister Nayab Singh Saini on
Wednesday granted administrative approval for the installation
of advanced physical security solutions in the under-construc-
tion high-security jail at a cost of Rs. 34.74 crore in Rohtak. He
also sanctioned the procurement of essential medicines and med-
ical consumables for the prisons in the state worth Rs. 2.84 crore.
He also sanctioned the creation of 6 posts in order to operationalize
the Gram Nyayalaya at Ballabhgarh, Faridabad. The Government
of Haryana has notified Gram Nyayalaya at Ballabhgarh,
Faridabad on March 4, 2024 aiming to enhance judicial infra-
structure and accessibility in rural areas, said a spokesperson.
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Chandigarh: Haryana Chief Secretary TVSN Prasad on
Wednesday said that the State Government is taking a signif-
icant step to enhance road safety across the state by extending
the CCTV-based City Surveillance System to all 19 remaining
districts. Currently, the system is operational in Gurugram,
Faridabad, and Karnal. After presiding over the 7th meeting
of the Fund Management Committee established under the
Haryana Road Safety Fund Rules, 2018, Prasad said that a total
of Rs. 19 crore has been approved for the purchase of equip-
ment (including cameras, servers, and software), as well as for
installation and maintenance in the districts. He further said
that the state government has allocated funds for road safety
initiatives. The Secondary Education Department will receive
Rs. 1.06 crore to promote road safety awareness among stu-
dents through poster-making competitions and teacher train-
ing. The Transport Department has been allotted Rs. 30 lakh
for the procurement of e-challan machines. The Chief
Secretary also said that District Road Safety Committees will
be allocated Rs. 11.46 crore to ensure effective implementation
of road safety measures. These funds will support various crit-
ical safety measures, including the installation of infrastruc-
ture such as signboards and cat eyes, comprehensive awareness
campaigns in schools and communities, and improvements to
emergency response systems.
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General Public is hereby 

informed that my client Sh. Hari 

Prakash S/o Late Sh. Dalip Singh 

R/o H.No. R-42, Gali No. 15-C, 

Swatantra Nagar, North-West, 

Narela, Delhi has disowned his 

Anil Kumar, his wife Poonam & 

their children Shubham & Doyal 

from their movable-immovable 

property. In future, if anybody 

deals with them, he/she will do at 

their own risk. My client will not be 

responsible for anything. Deepak 

Kumar Chopra, Advocate. 

I, Jagdish Chander S/o Sh. 

Nand Lal R/o Vill. Salarpur Majra, 

Teh. & Distt. Sonipat has 

disowned my son Pawan Kumar 

& his wife Monika from my all 

movable-immovable property as 

they are out of my control. In 

future, if anybody deals with them, 

he/she will do at their own risk. 

I, Rambhaj S/o Sh. 

Ramgopal R/o 512, Vill. Jahri, 

Teh. & Distt. Sonipat has 

disowned my son Antil & his wife 

Ashu from my all movable-

immovable property as they are 

out of my control. In future, if 

anybody deals with them, he/she 

will do at their own risk. 

We Om Prakash S/o Sh. 

Fakir Chand and Smt. Salinder 

Kaur W/o Sh. Om Prakash R/o 

Village Shyamtoo Post Office 

Rattewali Tehsil & District 

Panchkula, Our son  Tajinder and 

his wife Pooja both are out of our 

control so we Disown them from 

our moveable/ immovable 

Properties Anybody dealing with 

them at their own risk. 

I, Mohan Lal Yadav S/o Hira 

Lal, R/o House No. 176, Village 

Mauli Jagran Chandigarh inform 

that my son Prince Yadav out of 

my control. I disown him from my 

moveable and immovable. 

Anybody deal with him at their 

own Risk. 

We Mam Raj S/O Dhani 

Ram And Sushila Devi W/O Mam 

Raj Both R/O Ward No.5 , Mohalla 

Rajputana Wala, Banur ,Distt Sas 

Nagar, Mohali Declare That Our 

Son Sandeep Kakanda And 

Daughter In Law Nisha Rani And 

Their Son Jayansh Pal Is Out Of 

Our Control. So We Disowned All 

Of Them From All Our Movable 

And Immovable Properties. 

Anybody Dealing With Them On 

Their Own Risk. 

I, Rajbir Kaur, Wife Of Mr. 

Satnam Singh, Resident Of Flat 

No. 130-B, Metro Town, Dhakauli, 

Zirakpur, Punjab, Declare That I 

Disown My Son Pawandeep And 

His Wife Priya Alias Preeti, From 

The All Movable And Immovable 

Property, If Any Person Does Any 

Transaction With Them In The 

Future, He Himself Will Be 

Responsible For It. 

I Sukhwinder Singh S/O 

Harikesh Singh R/O Mahal Khurd, 

Thana Mahal Kalan, Distt. 

Barnala (Punjab) That My Wife 

Sarbjit Kaur Is Not Listening To 

Me, Therefore I Have Ended All 

Relations With My Wife. He Will 

Be Responsible For The Damage 

Himself. 

I Lal Chand  S/O Hardewa 

R/O Village Bodha (Bodhni) Tehsil 

Pehowa Distt Kurukshetra 

Declare That My Son Vishal Deep 

Is Out Of My Control. So I Disown 

Him From All My Movable And 

Immovable Properties. Anybody 

Dealing With Him On Their Own 

Risk. 

I Thakar Singh S/O Late 

Mehnga Singh R/O Nayagaon, 

Dashmesh Nagar, Nayagaon, 

(Mohali) Sas Nagar Declare That 

My Son Hardev Singh Is Out Of 

My Control. So I Disowned Him 

From All My Movable Properties. 

Anybody Dealing With Him On 

Their. 

I Baljinder Khan S/O Jeuna 

Singh R/O Ward No. 2 , Ghanaur 

Tehsil Rajpur Distt Patiala Declare 

That My Son Sameer Khan Is Out 

Of My Control . So I Disowned 

Him From All My Movable And 

Immovable Properties. Anybody 

Dealing With Him On Their Own 

Risk. 

I Resham Singh S/O  S O 

Jarnail Singh S O Dalip Singh R/O 

Village Saravan , Tahsil Jaitu Distt 

Faridkot Declare That My Son 

Amrinder Singh And His Wife 

Ravneet Kaur Are Out Of My 

Control . So I Disowned Both  

From All My Movable And 

Immovable Properties. Anybody 

Dealing With Them On Their Own 

Risk. 

I Bhagat Singh S/O Fauja 

Singh R/O Uprala Mohalla Sector 

80 Vpo Mouli Baidwan Mohali 

Distt SAS Nagar Declare That My 

Son Gurdeep Singh Is Out Of My 

Control . So I Disowned Him From 

All My Movable And Immovable 

Properties. Anybody Dealing With 

Him On Their Own Risk. 

We Geeta Rani W/O Late 

Sh. Surjit Singh R/O 

H.No.2350/B-2 Saini Mohalla, 

Pinjore Tehsil Kalka Distt. 

Panchkula Haryana Disinherit Our 

Son Gaurav Saini With Their 

Family From Our Property And 

Our Life And They Shall Not Claim 

Any Right In Our Property After 

The Publication Of This Notice. 

We, Sahdev Kumar Yadav 

s/o Sh. Rura Ram & Prabhawati 

W/o Sh. Sahdev Kumar  r/o 708, 

Gali No.-12, Agarsain Colony, 

Sirsa declare that our son 

Devender Kumar, daughter in Law 

Indu d/o Satyawan r/o Vill. 

Nimoth, Distt. Rewari and Grand 

daughters Prachi & Navya are out 

of control. We disown them from 

all our moveable/ Immoveable 

properties. We have no social, 

financial, legal & any type of 

relation with them. 

I, Satywan S/o Shyam Lal 

R/o Village Niyana (148), Tehsil & 

Distt. Hisar (Haryana) declared 

that my son Sachin is out of my & 

my family's control. So I disown 

my son Sachin from all my 

moveable/immovable properties. 

Anybody dealing/court cases & 

behaviour with them will do so at 

his/her own risk me & my family 

are not responsible. 

I, Babita Devi W/o Sh. 

Yogesh Kumar R/o 196, Village 

Rohat, Sonipat District Sonipat 

Haryana 131403 declare that 

Jayaditya Dahiya is my real son 

and in his birth certificate my 

name Babita, my husband's name 

Yogesh and my son's names 

Jayaditya are written. Now I want 

to update my name to Babita 

Devi, my husband's name to 

Yogesh Kumar and my son's 

name to Jayaditya Dahiya in his 

birth certificate for all future 

purposes. 

I, Kamla W/o Mato Ram # 

277, Dadu Majra 38West, 

chandigarh Declare that my 

daughter in law Dholy W/o Late 

Ramesh their children Sahil, 

Shama, and Gaurav his wife Jyoti 

out of my control, so I disown 

them my all moveable & 

immovable property, anybody 

deal with them at their own risk. 

ਅਸੀ,ਂ ਬਲਰਾਮ ਕੁਮਾਰ ਪੁੱਤਰ ਵੇਦ 

ਿਮੱਤਰ ਅਤੇ ਸੁਨੀਤਾ ਕੁਮਾਰੀ ਪਤਨੀ 

ਬਲਰਾਮ ਕੁਮਾਰ ਦੋਵ� ਵਾਸੀਆਨ 45, ਤਾਰਾ 

ਿਸੰਘ ਐਵਿਨਊ, ਗਲੀ ਨੰ. 4, ਬਸਤੀ ਬਾਵਾ 

ਖੇਲ, ਜਲੰਧਰ ਿਬਆਨ ਕਰਦੇ ਹਾਂ ਿਕ ਸਾਡੀ 

ਨੰੂਹ ਸ਼ਰਵਨੀ ਪਤਨੀ ਿਵਕੁਲ ਕੁਮਾਰ ਸਾਡੇ 

ਕਿਹਣੇ ਤ% ਬਾਹਰ ਹੈ। ਅਸੀ ਂਇਸ ਨੰੂ ਆਪਣੀ 

ਚੱਲ-ਅਚੱਲ ਜਾਇਦਾਦ ਤ% ਬੇਦਖਲ ਕਰਦੇ 

ਹਾਂ। ਜੋ ਵੀ ਇਸ ਨਾਲ ਲੈਣ ਦੇਣ ਕਰੇਗਾ ਉਹ 

ਆਪ ਿਜ਼ੰਮੇਵਾਰ ਹੋਵੇਗਾ। 

मै, सुखिबंदर िसंह पु. बलवंत 

िसंह  िनवासी गांव तोकी, डाकघर छAी, 

तहसील इंदौरा, िजला कांगड़ा िह.G  

घोषणा करता Jँ िक  मेरे बेटा इतेश िसंह 

मेरे कहने सुनने से बाहर है व मेरी बात 

नही मानता। अतः मै अपने पु. इतेश िसंह 

को अपनी तमाम चल अचल सTित से 

बेदखल करता Jँ । भिवW मे इससे 

लेनदेन करने वाला Xयं िजZेबार होगा। 

सभी नोट कर[। 

I, Jagadamma K Legally 

Mother Of No. Jc-315120p Rank 

Nb/Sub  Name K Vineeth Unit 4 

Engr Regt. C/O 56 Apo Bathinda 

Cantt. (Punjab) Permanent 

Resident Of Vrindavan, 

Moonnunirath, Azhikode, Distt 

Kannur State Kerala-670009 

Have Changed My Name From 

Jagatha To Jagadamma K And 

Dob From 01.07.1994 To 

19.04.1952 

I Raj Kumar S/o Mulakh Raj 

R/o H.No. 552, Mohalla Partap 

Nagar, Qadian, Tehsil Batala, 

Distt. Gurdaspur declare that after 

marriage the in laws family of my 

daughter have changed her name 

from Priya to Priya Priya. Her 

name is consider as Priya Priya. 

I, Anil S/O Dilbag R/O Village  

Budha Khera Teh. Safidon Distt. 

Jind. I Have Declare That My  Son 

Education Documents Mentioned 

My Name Anil Kumar. Anil Kumar 

& Anil Both Are My Name. But My 

Correct And Actual Name Anil. 

 I, Jaswinder Singh S/o 

Bharpur Singh R/o Vill: Rajgarh 

Kubbe Teh-Maur (Bathinda) 

declare that in my Passport my 

mother name wrongly entered 

Shinder Kaur. But my mother 

correct name is Mahinder Kaur. 

So amended my mother name 

from Shinder Kaur to Mahinder 

Kaur in my Passport. 

I Karam  Jit Kaur D/O Army 

No. 1413030SPR Late Mewa 

Singh Resident of H.No.3769/4, 

Kundan Nagar P.O. Model Town 

Ludhiana ( Punjab) have 

Changed my name to Karamjeet 

Kaur vide affidavit Dated 11-07-

2024 sworn before Notary Public. 

I Narain Puri S/o Ram 

Chander R/o Mirpur Kalan Teh: 

Sardulgarh (Mansa), inform that 

my father's name is Ram Chander 

in Aadhaar card, PAN card and all 

other documents. While my 

father's name Baba Jamna Gir is 

wrongly recorded in the voter 

card. Because I am the current 

Gaddi Nashin of Baba Jamna Gir 

Dera. Whereas my father's real 

name is Ram Chander .I have 

informed to correct wrong name 

entered in voter card. 

I, Anjali Manhas D/O Sh. Lal 

Singh, Village. Sahib Da Pind, 

P.O.Umarpur. Tehsil Mukerian, 

Distt Hoshiarpur. (Punjab) Declare 

That In My School Records The 

Name Of My Mother Wrongly 

Mentioned As Nagita. The Correct 

Name Of My Mother Is Nagita 

Manhas. May Be Amended 

Accordingly. 

I, Tejinder Singh S/o Late 

Harwand Singh R/o # 410, 

Santpura, Model Town, 

Yamunanagar declares that in my 

passport no. E4182249 my name 

written as Tejinder Singh S/o 

Harbans Singh and D.O.B 

25.08.1953 which is incorrect 

while my correct name is Tajinder 

Singh S/o Late Harwand Singh & 

D.O.B 26.08.1953. 

I, Gurcharan Kaur W/o Dev 

Singh Sandhu R/o H.No. 55/13-A, 

Azad Nagar, Sirhind Road, 

Patiala-147001, Punjab declare 

that in my Passport No. 

M8908051 dated 12/5/2015 my 

date of birth is mentioned as 

07/09/1948 but my actual date of 

birth is 15/04/1949 which is 

mentioned in my husband's Army 

PPO Number 212199600454. 

म� सिचन पु. \ी भगवान दास 

िनवासी म. न. 441, लाल कुत] बाजार 

नजदीक लवी वािटका होटल, अंबाला 

छावनी का रहने वाला Jं म̂ यह बयान 

करता Jं िक म̂ने अपने बेटे का नाम ल_ 

से बदलकर ल_ यादव रख िलया है  

संबंिधत कृपा नोट करे। 

I,  No 6497606K Rank NK / 

ASH Sagthiya Devraj Pitha Bhai 

Of Unit 517 ASC BN Gangtok . 

Permanent Resident Of Village - 

Sogthi, Post- Samana,Teh - 

Jamjodhpur, Distt - Jamnagar 

State (Gujrat) 360520 Declare 

That in My Army Document My 

Son's Name Wrongly Mentioned 

Rudra Please Correct it Sagthiya 

Rudra Devraj Vide Affidavit Dated 

24-07-2024 Before Notary 

Pathankot. 

I, R S Goyal S/o Babu Ram 

Goyal R/o # 1018, Sector- 7 

Panchkula Haryana have 

changed my name to Ram Saran 

Goyal. 

I,  No 6497606K Rank NK / 

ASH Sagthiya Devraj Pitha Bhai 

Of Unit 517 ASC BN Gangtok 

Permanent Resident Of Village - 

Sogthi, Post- Samana,Teh - 

Jamjodhpur, Distt - Jamnagar 

State (Gujrat) 360520 Declare 

That in My Army Document My 

Daughter Name Wrongly 

Mentioned Yashvi Please Correct 

it Sagthiya Yashvee Devraj Vide 

Affidavit Dated 24-07-2024 Before 

Notary Pathankot. 

I, No. 15676692X Ex Hav 

Sushil Kumar R/o Vill. Roran PO 

Bhunga Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur 

Punjab have changed the name 

of my daughter from Harman to 

Harman Kaur. Concerned note. 

I, Vinod Kapoor S/o Bansi 

Lal Kapoor R/o H.No. 741 Kanak 

Mandi, Hoshiarpur declere that I 

have changed my name from 

Vinod to Vinod Kapoor. 

Concerned note. 

I, Monika Kapoor W/o Vinod 

Kapoor R/o H.No. 741 Kanak 

Mandi, Hoshiarpur declere that I 

have changed my name from 

Monika to Monika Kapoor. 

Concerned note. 

I, Sonia D/o Satvir Singh R/o 

H.No. 339-P/11, Gali No. 3, 

Adarsh Nagar, Sonipat, Haryana 

have changed my name to Prisha 

Dahiya for all future purposes. 

I, Amit Budhiraja S/o Prem 

Chand Budhiraja R/o 2258, 

Rajesh Colony, Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamuna Nagar declare that I have 

changed my father’s name from 

Prem Chand to Prem Chand 

Budhiraja. 

I, Nikhil S/o Satish Kumar 

R/o Village Telipura, Khadri, 

Yamuna Nagar declares that in 

my 10th class and 10+2th class 

DMC my father name wrongly 

written as Satish. But my father 

actual name is Satish Kumar as 

per my other documents.   

I, Pankaj S/o Des Raj Arora 

R/o 160 B, Pass Jain Mandir, 

Choti Line, Opposite Stop n Shop, 

Model Town, Yamuna Nagar, 

Haryana have changed my name 

from Pankaj to Pankaj Arora. 

I, Parveen Kumar S/o Om 

Parkash R/o 214, Bharat Sewak 

Nagar, Buria Chok, Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamuna Nagar have changed my 

name from Parveen Kumar to 

Parveen Sharma. 

I, Sudha Bansal W/o 

Joginder Pal Bansal R/o 1878, 

Patri Mohalla, Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamuna Nagar have changed my 

name from Sukha Bansal to 

Sudha Bansal. In future I shall be 

known Sudha Bansal. 

I hitherto known as Satinder 

Kaur Alias Satinder Chopra W/o 

Sh. Kripal Singh R/o 

H.No.1628/19, Shri Nagar Colony, 

Rohtak, Haryana have change my 

name and shall hereafter be 

known as Satinder Kaur. It is 

certified that I have complied with 

other legal requirements is this I 

connection. 

I, Shikha Sharma Mother of 

Nandu Pam Sharma R/o #310-B, 

Behlana, Chandigarh have 

changed my name from Shikha 

Sharma to Shika Sharma vide 

Affidavit No - IN-

CH51101977613013W Dated 

18-07-2024 before Notary, Distt. 

Court at Chandigarh. 

I, Surinder Kumar Garg s/o 

Kashmiri Lal, r/o Rampura Phul 

Distt Bathinda, that my name is 

registered as Surinder Kuamr 

Garg in my daughter's 10th CBSE 

board session 2022-23 roll 

number 13149061, which is 

wrong, I am correct. Name 

Surinder Kumar Garg. please 

correct it. 

I Anil s/o Jaipal r/o h.no  

224/20 Shiv Nagar Peer wali gali 

distt panipat HR.132103 declare 

change my name from Anil to Anil 

Kumar and in future my name is 

Anil Kumar 

I, Anju Wadhwa W/o Sh. 

Dheeraj Wadhwa R/o H.No. 370, 

Opp. Gurudwara Gate, F- Block, 

Sirsa (Haryana). That I have 

changed my name from Anju, Anju 

Rani, Anju Bala, Anju Rani 

Wadhwa to Anju Wadhwa , in 

future my name is to be called and 

identified as Anju Wadhwa. 

I, Rajesh Sachdeva S/o 

Krishan Lal Sachdeva R/o 138/4, 

Gandhi Dham, Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamuna Nagar declare that I, 

have changed my father’s name 

from Krishan Lal Sachdev to 

Krishan Lal Sachdeva. 

I, Rajesh Sachdeva S/o 

Krishan Lal Sachdeva R/o 138/4, 

Gandhi Dham, Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamuna Nagar have changed my 

name from Rajesh Sachdev to 

Rajesh Sachdeva. In future I shall 

be known Rajesh Sachdeva. 

I, Rahul Kumar S/o Sh. 

Labh Kumar R/o House No.315, 

Gali No.5, Durga Colony, 

Phoosgarh Road, Karnal have 

changed my minor daughter's 

name from Rashi to Rashi 

Bhatnagar. 

I, Rahul Kumar S/o Sh. 

Labh Kumar R/o House No.315, 

Gali No.5, Durga Colony, 

Phoosgarh Road, Karnal have 

changed my minor Son's name 

from Aman to Aman Bhatnagar. 

I, Urmila  W/o Ram Singh 

R/o Narayan Colony, Bazidpur, 

Tehsil Thanesar District 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name from Urmila Kumari to 

Urmila. 

I, Neeraj Sharma S/O Nand 

Lal Sharma R/O Ward No 2,  

Rajaund, District Kaithal, In My 

Passport Number U8030601 My 

Wife Name Is Parbhjot. Her 

Actual Name Is Parbhjot Kaur. 

I,  Hitesh S/o Sh. Vijaypal 

R/o Vill. Udesipur, Teh. Ganaur & 

District Sonipat have changed my 

name from Hitesh to Hitesh 

Nandal for all future Purposes. 

I,  Mukul S/o Sh. Vijaypal 

R/o Vill. Udesipur, Teh. Ganaur & 

District Sonipat have changed my 

name from Mukul to Mukul 

Nandal for all future Purposes. 

I, Sarbjit Kaur W/o Manjit 

Singh R/o L-6/2208, Gali no. 2, 

Shaheed Udham Singh  Nagar, 

Tarn Taran Road, Amritsar have 

Changed my name from Sarbjit 

Kaur to Sarabjit Kaur. 

I Asma D/o Raju R/o Bassi 

Bazid, Hoshiarpur , Punjab have 

changed my religion Islam to 

Hindu Religion. 

I, Anmol Rattan S/o Sh. 

Dharam Paul Malhotra, R/o #3364, 

Punjab Vidhan Sabha Society, 

Sector 49-D, Chandigarh, have 

changed my name from Anmol 

Rattan to Anmol Rattan Malhotra. 

Concerned Note. 

I, No-15217851Y Hav (OPR) 

Jarnail Singh S/o Baldev Singh  

R/o Village Sadhanwas, Tehsil 

Tohana District  Fatehabad, 

Haryana declare That in my Army 

Record my mother's name wrongly 

mention is  Krishna Kaur & D.O.B. 

is 11-12-1939. But my mother's 

correct name is Krishana Kaur and 

her correct D.O.B. is 01- 01-1941. 

I want to mention In my Army 

record the correct name and date 

of birth of my mother. 

I, Divyanshi D/o Sh. Parveen 

Kumar R/o H.No. 2613, Sector 

9&11, Hisar (Haryana) declared 

that in all my Educational 

documents, my father's name is 

wrongly mentioned as Parveen but 

my father's correct name is 

Parveen Kumar. 

I, Ram Kumar Garg S/o Late 

Sh. Hari Ram Garg R/o #1283 

Sector-21, Panchkula, Haryana, i 

have changed my father name 

from Hari Ram Gupta to Hari Ram 

Garg.  

Vinod kumar S/o Ramkishan 

R/o Fatehpuria Niamatkhan tehsil/ 

District Sirsa, I have change my 

name Vindo Kumar to Vinod Ahuja. 

Please Concern Note. 

I, Trimohan Lal S/o Sheetla 

Prasad, R/o House No. 383, Daria, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name to Shiv Mohan. 

I, No JC421042N Rank  

Subedar Major (Hony LT) Name 

Jagdish Chander.   s/o Late Sube 

Singh R/o 969/23 Ram colony jind 

Disstt  Jind my service record my 

son's name Amit Kumar son's 

correct name is Amit 

I, Chattanpreet Singh S/o 

Harpreet Singh, R/o House No. 

157, Badheri, Sector 41-D 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Chattanpreet Singh to 

Chetanpreet Singh. 

I, Hoshiar Singh S/o Balraj 

Singh R/o VPO Bhairi Akbar Pur 

Tehsil Uklana Distt. Hisar have 

changed my name Hoshiar Singh 

to Hoshiyar Singh for Future. 

I, Rajbir Singh S/o 

Ramchander R/o Koth kalan Sub 

Tehsil Kheri Jalab Distt (Hisar) 

Haryana inform that have chenged 

my name from Rajbir to Rajbir 

Singh. 

I Naseerudeen S/o 

Muhammad Saddiqe R/O Village 

Landa Dist & Tehsil  Ambala Have 

Changed My Minor Son Name 

From N.S. Nooruddin To 

Nooruddin Naseer 

I Subhash Kathuria S/o Late 

Sh. Inder Lal  R/o H.No- 1002/3  

Inder Sadan, Behind Sangam 

Palace, Subhash Naga, Kaithal-

136027 have changed my name 

from Subhash Kathuria to 

Subhash Chand. In future I will be 

known as Subhash Chand. All 

concerned please note. 

I Geeta Rani W/o Subhash 

Chand R/o H.No- 1002/3  Inder 

Sadan, Behind Sangam Palace, 

Subhash Nagar Kaithal-136027 

have changed my name from 

Geeta Rani to Geeta. In future I will 

be known as Geeta. All concerned 

please note. 

I Sukhjeet W/O Ravinder Puri 

R/O Hno. 110, Gali No. 3 , Rajiv 

Puram Distt. Karnal I Have 

Changed My Name Sukhjeet To 

Sukhjeet Kaur   

I Sanjeev Baveja S/O Jai 

Dayal Baveja R/O E-198, Ram 

Gali, Kalandri Gate, Distt-Karnal I 

Have Changed My Name  Sanjeev 

Baweja. 

I Pushpender Singh S/O Teg 

Singh R/O Village Nagla 

Rajputana Distt. Ambala I Have 

Changed My Name Pushpender 

I Arvind Kumar Sood S/O Sh 

Kundan Lal Sood, R/o 324-E, 

Mahesh Nagar, Ambala Cantt,  

have changed my name from 

Arvind Kumar Sood to Arvind 

Sood. In Future My Name Known 

as Arvind Sood For All Purposes. 

I, Saneh Lata W/o Som Nath 

R/o Dana Paatti, R/o Village 

Rureke Kalan Tehsil & Distt 

Barnala 148107, Punjab inform 

that in my document my name 

mentioned as Saneh Lata. But my 

Son's Document my name is 

mentioned as Sneh Lata. Saneh 

Lata & Sneh Lata both are name of 

me. 

I, Naveen R/o VPO Chhapar 

Distt Jhajjar (Haryana) PIN-

124108  have changed my father’s 

name from Ajit to Jeet Singh due to 

wrong name record in my army 

service record. 

I Kamlesh Devi M/o No 

4003596P Hav. Lakhwinder Singh 

R/o vpo Jhabkara tehsil 

Dinanagar, distt Gurdaspur (Pb) 

have changed my name from 

Kamlesh Devi to Kamlesh Rani. 

Vide affidavit declaration dated 

19.07.2024 

I, Kiran W/o Sunil Kumar, 

#1028, GF, Sector 20 B, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name to Kiranjit. 

I, Shobhika D/o Ghan Sham 

Das Madhu, #39C, Sector 36 A, 

Chandigarh have changed the 

name of my minor son from Narin 

Sethi to Om Sehgal. 

I, Shobhika D/o Ghan Sham 

Das Madhu, #39C, Sector 36 A, 

Chandigarh have changed the 

name of my minor daughter from 

Tanya Sethi to Shivanshi Sehgal. 

I, Kiran Puri, W/o Dinesh 

Chopra, # 287/1, Village Daria, 

Near Railway Station, Chandigarh 

have changed my name to Kiran 

Chopra. 

I, Smt. Suman Agnihotri W/o 

No. 264757H Ex Sgt Raj Kumar 

Agnihotri R/o Narayan Niwas, Gali 

No. 1, New Colony, Una Road, 

Bajwara  Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Suman Agnihotri to Suman 

Kumari Agnihotri and my date of 

birth from 28 years to 14-02-1954. 

I, Smt. Karam Kaur W/o No. 

9211458 Late Sep Rattan Lal R/o 

VPO Argowal Tehsil Dasuya Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab have changed 

my name from Karam Kaur to 

Karam Kaur Phul and my date of 

birth from 04-03-1954 to 29-12-

1947.    

I, No. 1581075N Ex-Nk 

Jaswinder Pal S/o Sh. Gulzari Lal 

residence of Gali No. 13, Near 

Main Bazar, Ward No. 15, Mohalla 

Singhpura, Urmar, Tehsil Tanda 

Distt. Hoshiarpur (PB) has 

changed my daughter's name 

from Nisha Kumari to Nisha. 

Concern Note. 

I Humisha D/o Nitin Jain R/o 

House no. 5,old housing board 

colony, near devi mandir, panipat 

have changed my name from 

Navya Jain to Humisha for all 

future purposes. 

I Rajpal W/o Niamat Ali R/o 

VPO. Pakhoke Distt Tarn Taran 

have changed my name from 

Rajpal to Rajpal Kaur 

I, Paramjit S/O Mathra Dass 

R/O Near Kothi School, Majitha 

Distt Amritsar  Have Changed My 

Name From Paramjit  To Paramjit 

Lal 

I, Yogita Bala W/O  Paramjit 

Lal R/O Near Kothi School, 

Majitha Distt Amritsar  Have 

Changed My Name From Yogita 

Bala  To Jogita Bala 

I, Jatinder Singh S/o Kuldip 

Singh Bhalla R/o H.No.4716, PO 

Khalsa College, Guru Nanak 

Wara District Amritsar have 

changed my name from Jatinder 

Singh to Jatinder Singh Bhalla 

I, Ustat Kaur D/o Manjeet 

Singh Bhatia R/o H.No.108, Joshi 

Colony The Mall Amritsar have 

changed my name from Ustat 

Kaur to Ustat Kaur Bhatia 

I, Manjit Singh Bhatia S/o 

Gurdial Singh Naz R/o H.No.108, 

Joshi Colony The Mall Amritsar 

have changed my name from 

Manjit Singh Bhatia to Majeet 

Singh Bhatia 

I, Kamal Preet Singh S/o 

Jasbir Singh R/o Village Piddi, PO 

Tarn Taran Tehsil and Distrit Tarn 

Taran have changed my name 

from Kamal Preet Singh to Kamal 

Preet Singh Pannu 

I, Pavittardeep Singh S/o 

Kamal Preet Singh Pannu R/o 

Village Piddi, PO Tarn Taran Tehsil 

and Distrit Tarn Taran have 

changed my name from 

Pavittardeep Singh to Pavittar 

Deep Singh Pannu 

I, Munee Devi Mother of 

No.14947031X L/Nk Pramod 

Singh R/o Ambah Bai Pas Road, 

Siddh Nagar, Morena Madhya 

Pradesh-476001 now at 15 Mech 

Inf C/o 56 Apo have changed my 

name to Munni Devi Vide Affidavit 

No.IN-PB38842190139021W 

Dt.24.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Sarabjeet Kaur Spouse of 

No.4483093H Sep Gurmeet 

Singh R/o 16, Fatehgarh Churian 

Road, Badrinath Hospital, 

Harkrishan Garden, Nangli 

Amritsar have changed my name 

to Sarbjit Kaur 

I, Kanhaiya Lal Father of 

No.15578918F Hav Krishna 

Kumar R/o Village Kewadiya, PO 

Patara, Teh Ghatampur, Distt 

Kanpur Nagar (UP) have changed 

my Date of Birth from 01.01.1961 

to 01.01.1962 Vide Affidavit 

No.IN-PB38768961613701W 

Dt.24.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Ram Shri Mother of 

No.15578918F Hav Krishan 

Kumar R/o Village Kewadiya, PO 

Patara, Teh Ghatampur, Distt 

Kanpur Nagar (UP) have changed 

my name to Ram Shree and Date 

of Birth from 01.01.1966 to 

01.01.1965 Vide Affidavit No.IN-

PB38815925747950W 

Dt.24.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Raghbir Singh Alias Bir 

Singh S/o Hazara Singh R/o 

Village Boparai Kalan Tehsil 

Ajnala District Amritsar at present 

New Ranjit Pura, Chheharta, 

Amritsar have declare that above 

both name’s are mine one and 

same person 

I, Ravi Kumar S/O Om 

Parkash R/O Hno.252,Ward 

No.17,Nede Sarkari Girls School 

Malout Sri Muktsar Sahib Have 

Changed My From Ravi Kumar To 

Ravi Kumar Garg 

I, Sneh Lata W/O Ravi 

Kumar Garg R/O Hno.252,Ward 

No.17,Nede Sarkari Girls School 

Malout Sri Muktsar Sahib Have 

Changed My From Sneh Lata To 

Saneh Garg 

I, Ranjit Kumar S/O Gurdial 

Chand R/O Vill Sanghar Kalan 

Sangar Po Khadoor Sahib Distt 

Tran Taran Have Changed My 

From Ranjit Kumar To Ranjit 

Singh 

I, Ajay Kumar S/o 

Sudarshan Kumar Arora R/o C-

2257, Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar 

have changed my name from Ajay 

Kumar to Ajay Kumar Arora 

I, Sudarshan Kumar S/o 

Madan Lal Arora R/o H.No.2169 

Ranjit Avenue, C-Block Amritsar 

have changed my name from 

Sudarshan Kumar to Sudarshan 

Kumar Arora 

I, Sindher Kaur wife of 

Mahinder Singh resident of House 

No. 387, 2, Near Kewal Di Bhambi, 

New Dashmesh Nagar, Kot 

Khalsa, Amritsar, Punjab, declared 

that I have changed my name from 

Sindher Kaur To Savinder Kaur 

I, Anu Verma Alias Kashish 

Verma W/o Pankaj Verma R/o 

H.No.695, Gali Gandan Wali, Vijay 

Drinks, Namak Mandi,  Amritsar 

have changed my name from Anu 

Verma Alias Kashish Verma to Anu 

Verma. 

I Sanjeev Kumar Bhanwar 

S/O Dharamvir Bhanwar R/O H No 

148, St No 1, Near Rishi Nagar, 

Mandeep Nagar, Haibowal Khurd, 

Ludhiana Have Changed My 

Name From Sanjeev Kumar 

Bhanwar To Sanjeev. 

I Gursharn Singh S/O 

Gurinder Singh R/O #59, Kanika 

Garden Rajpura, Tehsil Rajpura, 

Distt Patiala Declare That 

Gursharn Singh And Snaffy Both 

Names Of One And Same Person 

I.E My Names. 

I Gifty Oberoi @ Gifty W O 

Sunil Kumar Sharma R O 

Kotakpura District Faridkot , I 

Aform That Can Know Me Both 

Names 

I Sonia Bhanwar W/O 

Sanjeev R/O H No 148,St No 

1,Near Rishi Nagar, Mandeep 

Nagar, Haibowal Khurd, Ludhiana 

Have Changed  My Name From 

Sonia Bhanwar To Sonia Rani. 

I, Kuldeep S/O Late Sh.Ved 

Pal R/O  # 1540 Rajiv Colony  

Sector-17 Panchkula  Have 

Changed My Name From Kuldeep 

To Kuldeep Singh. 

I Deepak Kumar Arora S/O 

Madan Mohan Lal, R/O House No-

1018, Sector- 12a, Panchkula, 

Haryana Have Changed My Name 

From Deepak Kumar Arora To 

Deepak Arora. 

I Gurmeet Singh S/O Ajit 

Singh R/O Village / Vpo Rajla 

Tehsil Samana Distt Patiala Have 

Changed My Name From Gurmit 

Singh To Gurmeet Singh 

I, Manjit Kaur W/O Kesar 

Singh R/O # 302, Sector 20-A, 

Chandigarh, Declare That Manjeet 

Kaur  And  Manjit Kaur Both Are 

My Names And Are One And The 

Same Person, Please Note That 

I Suman Devi W/O Mohinder 

Kumar Vpo Nurpurbedi Distt 

Rupnagar Have Changed My 

Name Suman Devi To Suman. 

I, Naveen Kumar Goyal s/o 

Radhe Shyam, R/o # 365, Sector 

7, Panchkula have changed my 

name to Naveen Goyal. 

I, Surjan Singh S/O Nika 

Singh R/O Vill. Data Kot, P.O. 

Dhanoya, Tehsil Dasuya, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur have changed my 

name to Sujan Singh. 

I, Sonam D/o Ram Lubhaya 

R/o Ward No-7, Mohalla Bhomian, 

Rahon, Tehsil Nawanshahr, Dist-

SBS Nagar, Punjab-144517 have 

changed my name to Sonam 

Bhandari. 

I, Vishal S/o Amrik Lal R/o 

VPO- Mauli, Kapurthala, Punjab-

144632 have changed my name to 

Vishal Chumber. 

I, Amarjit S/o Ram Dass R/o 

Vill-Chhauni Kalan, Ram Colony 

Camp, Hoshiarpur, Punjab have 

changed my name to Amarjit Nar. 

I, Harish Kumar S/o 

Sudarshan Kumar Arora R/o C-

2169 Opp Park, Ranjit Avenue, 

Amritsar have changed my name 

from Harish Kumar to Harish 

Kumar Arora 

I, Harish Arora S/o 

Sudarshan Kumar Arora R/o C-

2169 Opp Park, Ranjit Avenue, 

Amritsar have changed my name 

from Harish Arora to Harish Kumar 

Arora. 

I, Ram Niwas S/o Sh. Ram 

Swarup Hooda R/o H.No. Beta - 

211, One City, Sector - 37, Gohana 

Road, Rohtak Haryana declare 

that in I have change my name 

from Ram Niwas Hooda to Ram 

Niwas. In future I will be known as 

Ram Niwas for all purposes. 

I, Anshu Phogat W/o Sh. 

Rajnish Hooda R/o H.No. Beta - 

211, One City, Sector - 37, Gohana 

Road, Rohtak Haryana declare 

that in I have change my name 

from Anshu to Anshu Phogat. In 

future I will be known as Anshu 

Phogat for all purposes. 

I, Jasbir Singh alias Jasbir, 

s/o Om Prakas, r/o village & tehsil 

Madlauda, district Panipat, declare 

that my name in the Aadhaar card 

is Jasbir Singh in other documents 

my name is Jasbir. That both the 

names are mine and I am known 

and known by both the names. 

There is no other person with this 

name in the village. 

I, Surajbhan s/o Jagdish 

M.No. 410, street no.5, R.K. Puram 

Colony, Jatal Road, Panipat. DOB 

my wife Munesh Devi is 

06.01.1978 in my pension book 

and army document which is 

wrong. all my civil documents the 

DOB is 23.10.1982 & Name 

Munesh Devi which is correct enter 

in my army records and pension 

book, wife name in 10th mark sheet 

is Munesh Rani which is wrong. In 

future she will be known as 

Munesh Devi. My unit is 43 

medium artillery. 

I, Dharamvir Singh S/o 

Chattar Singh Boora R/o H. No. 

1834 (P), Sector 16-17, Hisar, Distt. 

Hisar, Haryana declare that I have 

changed my name from Dharamvir 

Singh  to Dharamvir Singh Boora 

for future purpose.  

I, Luxmi W/o Jitender Kumar 

R/o H. No. 2808, Sector 04 Part 02, 

Distt. Hisar, Haryana declare that I 

have changed my name from 

Luxmi to Luxmi Devi for future 

purpose.  

I, Manoj Khanna S/o Jeevan 

Ram R/o VPO Balsmand Distt. 

Hisar, Haryana declare that I have 

changed my name from Manoj 

Khanna to Manoj for future 

purpose. 

I, Anil Kumar S/o Jogi Ram 

R/o H. No. 894-B, Street No 3, 

Railway Road, Ashok Vihar, 

Gurgaon declare that I have 

changed my name from Anil Kumar 

to Anil Ahlawat for future purpose. 

I, Ritu Rani W/o Anil Ahlawat 

R/o H. No. 894-B, Street No 3, 

Railway Road, Ashok Vihar, 

Gurgaon declare that I have 

changed my name from Ritu Rani 

to Ritu Ahlawat for future purpose. 

I, Anil Ahlawat S/o Jogi Ram 

R/o H. No. 894-B, Street No 3, 

Railway Road, Ashok Vihar, 

Gurgaon declare that I have 

changed the name of my minor 

daughter from Khushbu  to  

Khushbu Ahlawat for future 

purpose. 

I, Jashmer Singh S/o Lilu 

Ram R/o Village Khanoda, Distt. 

Kaithal (Haryana) declares that I 

have changed my name from 

Jashmer Singh to Jasmer Singh. In 

future I will be known by the name 

of Jasmer Singh. All concerned 

please note. 

I, Kailash Bansal/Kailash 

Chand S/o Sh. Banarsi Dass R/o 

652-A, Police Line Area, Hisar 

125001 Haryana declare that I 

known by two names Kailash 

Bansal/Kailash Chand. Both are 

same and one person. I have 

changed my name from Kailash 

Chand to Kailash Bansal  for all 

future purpose. 

I, Gurwinder Singh S/o 

Gurpal Singh Vill Kasouli, Kaithal 

declare that Singh is my Surname 

name is Gurwinder. 

I, Pawandeep Singh S/o 

Balbir Singh R/o 3201 Sector 32-

D, Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Pawandeep Singh to 

Pawandeep Singh Grewal. 

I, Kiran Saini W/o Manjeet 

Singh, R/o Village Dhira 

Athotarwan, Tehsil & District 

Pathankot-145001, in My Son 

Rahul Saini Educational 

Certificate  My Name is Written As 

Kiran & Aadhar Card Name 

Written As Kiran Saini, So, I 

declare That Kiran Saini & Kiran is 

The Name of Same Person, 

Kindly Note. 

I hitherto known as 

Gursimran S/o Jagjit Singh 

residing at H.No 98, Sant Estate, 

Khanpur to Sujanpur Road, Chak 

Madho Singh, Pathankot, 

Pathankot, Punjab-145001, have 

changed my name Gursimran to 

Gursimran Singh Anand. 

I, Dharam Pal Sharma S/o 

Nand Lal Sharma, R/o Village 

Basroop, PO Sujanpur, Tehsil & 

District Pathankot (Punjab), 

Declare That  My Name Change 

in My Wife Passport Entered As 

Recorded Dharm Pal, But My 

Actual Name is Dharam Pal 

Sharma, Please Note it. 

I Monika Saxena W/O 

Rajesh Saxena R/O 208, Phase 

11, Mohali. Distt Mohali. Have 

Changed My Name From Monika 

To Monika Saxena. 

I, No. JC- 406117H Rank: 

Sub Name: Ghanshyam Tripathi 

Unit: 14 Guards C/o 56 APO R/o 

Mirjahanpur, Uperhar, Anapur, 

Allahabad, Shringverpur, UP-

228411 declare that in my service 

record my Father's Name wrongly 

mentioned Umashankar Tripat but 

his correct name is Umashankar 

Tiwari. 

I, Parulalata Manna is 

legally Mother of Service No. 

16115131A Rank: NK Name: 

Susanta Manna residing at Village 

Anandapur Post Moyna, Taluk 

Tamluk, Distt. Purba Medinipur 

State) West Bengal, Pin-721629, 

have changed my name from 

Parul Manna to Parulalata Manna. 

I, Rani W/o Ravinder Singh 

R/o H.No. 47, St. No. 12, 

Sukhram Colony, Near Peer, PO. 

Patiala,  Distt. Patiala (Punjab) 

have changed my name from 

Ranjeet Kaur to Rani. 

I, Nirvail Singh S/o Pargat 

Singh, Village: Dhandal, Tehsil 

Lopoke, Distt. Amritsar we had 

given our son Lovekeerat Singh to 

Tarsem Singh and Diljeet Kaur 

Village: Dhandal, Tehsil Lopoke, 

Distt. Amritsar. Name of parents 

be changed to adoptive parents. 

Concerned may note. 

I Pawan Kumar, son of 

Satish Kumar, Sachdeva, resident 

of flat number 402, tower, H, 

Victoria, Heights, pir machhaila, 

S.A.S.Nagar, Mohali. Punjab 

declares that I have changed my 

name from Pawan Kumar to 

Pawan Sachdeva S/o Satish 

Kumar. 

I shalli Sidana daughter of 

Naresh Kumar sidana Wife of 

Pawan Kumar, resident of flat 

number 402, Tower H Victoria 

Heights , Pir Machhaila, S.A.S 

Nagar Mohali Punjab declare that 

I have change my name from 

Shalli Sidana to Shally  Sachdeva 

wife of Pawan Sachdeva. 

I Ananya daughter of Pawan 

Kumar and mother name Shally, 

resident of flat number 402, tower 

H, Victoria, Heights, pir machhaila 

declare that I have changed my 

name from Ananya to Ananya D/O 

Pawan Sachdeva and mother 

name shally Sachdeva. 

I, Shobha S Kasavannavar, 

Spouse of No. 14677039A, CFN, 

Sharanappa Kasavannavar, 

Residing at House No. 293, 

Wadar oni Ward No. 2, Village 

Asuti Tehsil Ron District Gadag 

State Karnataka PIN 582203 have 

changed my name from Shobha S 

Kasavannavar to Shobha 

Sharanappa Kasavannavar Vide 

Affidavit Dated 24 July 2024 

before at Notray Ferozepur. 

I, Army No. 15822840N, 

Hav, More Pradip Hanumant, Unit 

of 607 EME BN Resident at Post 

Rajuri Tehsil Karmala District 

Solapur State Maharashtra Pin 

413203 have changed my minor 

Daughter name from More Swara 

Pradip to Swara Pradip More Vide 

Affidavit Dated 24 July 2024 

before at Notary Ferozepur. 

I, More Rani Pradip, Spouse 

of No. 15822840N, Hav, More 

Pradip Hanumant, Unit of 607 

EME BN Resident at Post Rajuri 

Tehsil Karmala District Solapur 

State Maharashtra Pin 413203 

have changed my name from 

More Rani Pradip to Rani Pradip 

More Vide Affidavit Dated 24 July 

2024 before at Notary Ferozepur. 

I Kuldeep Singh S/o Avtar 

Singh R/o Village Nurpur Sethan, 

Tehsil and Distt Ferozepur Punjab 

India have changed my name 

Kuldeep Singh Alias Amandeep 

Singh to Kuldeep Singh. 

I, Rajdavinder Singh Gill 

Son of Kulwant Singh Resident of 

Village Katora PO Arif Ke District 

Ferozepur have Changed my 

name to Rajdavinder Singh. 

I, Vikas Gulati Son of 

Pardeep Gulati Resident of 

Shivalya Road Near 

Shamshanghat Ferozepur City, 

Tehsil & Distt. Ferozepur have 

changed my name From Vikas 

Kumar To Vikas Gulati. 

I Rekha Rani w/o Amar Nath 

R/o Village and Post office – Alma 

Tehsil and district Gurdaspur have 

changed my name from Rekha 

Rani to Rekha Devi. Concerned 

note. 

I, Satnarain S/o Punoo Ram 

Vill. Ahun Distt.Kaithal have 

Changed My Name Satnarayan 

I, Anita Rani W/O Gurdeep 

Singh R/O Dhingar Patti,Sarsa 

Kurukshetra,Haryana-136128 

Name Of Mine Wrongly Written As 

Anita In My Minor Son Sahil Malik 

Aged 16 Years In His 10th Class 

Certificate.Actual Name Of Mine 

Is Anita Rani. 

I, Kritika Mor D/O Azad 

Singh R/O Seonsar(59), 

Kurukshetra, Haryana-136030 

Name Of My Father And My 

Mother Wrongly Written As Azad 

And Santosh In My Educational 

Documents. Actual Name Of My 

Father And My Mother Is Azad 

Singh And Santosh Devi. 

I, Rupinder Kumar S/o 

Jinesh Chander Jain R/o H.No. 

1460/8, Ekta Vihar, Thanesar, 

District Kurukshetra, have 

changed my name from Rupinder 

Kumar to Rupinder Jain. 

I, Surinder Babbar S/o 

Sohan Lal R/o H.No.180, Gali No. 

8, New Green Model Town, 

Jalandhar have changed my 

name from Surinder Babbar to 

Surinder  Kumar Babbar. 

I, Gurmit Kaur W/o 

Gurcharan Singh R/o Zahura, 

Hoshiarpur have changed my 

name from Gurmit Kaur to 

Gurmeet Kaur. 

I, Daljeet S/o Roop Lal R/o 

Village Barota, PO. Mukerian, 

Distt. Hoshiarpur, Punjab have 

changed my name from Daljeet to 

Singh Daljeet (Surname as Singh) 

I, Pallavi w/o Varun Kumar 

r/o H.No. 500/11, Street No. 4, 

Shastri Nagar, Jagraon, Ludhiana, 

Punjab have changed my name to 

Pallavi Bactor for all future 

purposes. 

I Amanvir Bharti S/O Dilbar 

Chand R/O House No.126, Street 

No.3, Shaheed Udham Singh 

Nagar Phagwara District 

Kapurthala Have Changed My 

Name As Amanveer Bharti. 

I Kulwinder Kaur Parihar 

D/O Dyal Singh R/O St.No.11, 

New Mansa Devi Nagar, 

Phagwara, District Kapurthala 

Punjab, India-144401 Have 

Changed My Name As Kulwinder 

Kaur. 

I Mandip Kaur W/O Bhag 

Singh R/O Vpo. Sataur Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab Have 

Changed My Name From Mandip 

Kaur To Mandeep Kaur. 

I Shiv Dayal S/O Kishan 

Chand R/O H.No.666, Thana 

Bazzar, Vpo. Garhdiwala, Tehsil 

Dasuya District Hoshiarpur 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

To Shiv Dyal. 

I Shweta W/O Gurpreet 

Singh R/O Vpo. Sahri District 

Hoshiarpur Have Changed My 

Name Shweta To Kaur (Surname) 

And Shweta As (Given Name). 

I Anuradha W/O Sandeep 

Sharma R/O H.No.41, New 

Shashtri Nagar, Hoshiarpur 

(Punjab) Declared That Anuradha 

Is My Given Name And Sharma Is 

My Surname. 

I Ramandeep Kaur W/O 

Gurjeet Singh Maan R/O Jagat 

Singh Wala Distt. Sri Muktsar 

Sahib Have Changed My Name 

To Ramandeep Kaur Maan. 

I Harvinder Kaur W/O 

Chamkaur Singh R/O Vpo. 

Jiwanwala Distt. Faridkot Have 

Changed My Name To Harwinder 

Kaur. 

I Jaiffy S/O Hardish Kumar 

R/O Vpo. Mehli, District Shaheed 

Bhagat Singh Nagar Have 

Changed My Name From Jaiffy To 

Jaiffy Kailey. 

I, Sandeep Kumar S/o 

Krishan Chand R/o Ward No 14, 

92 Anaj Mandi, Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra   name of mine and 

his mother has been wrongly 

written as Sandeep Singla and 

Nisha in my minor son Om aged 

17 years in his 10th Class 

Certificate. The actual Name of 

mine and his mother is Sandeep 

Kumar and Nisha Singla. 

I, Ram Murti  Sawal S/O 

Nand Lal. R/O H. No 254/12, 

Urban Estate, Batala Road, 

Tehsil/Distt Gurdaspur, Punjab, 

India. Have Changed My Name 

From Ram Murti Sawal To Ram 

Murti. 

I, Rajeev Sawal S/O Ram 

Murti. R/O H. No 254/12, Urban 

Estate, Batala Road, Tehsil/Distt 

Gurdaspur, Punjab, India. Have 

Changed My Name From Rajeev 

Sawal To Rajiv Sawal. 

I, Rajesh Kumar S/O 

Subhash Kumar. R/O 134 Michael 

Blvd, Whiteby, Ontario, Canada, 

L1N 5W2, Do Hereby Change Of 

My Name From Rajesh Kumar To 

Rajesh Gora With Immediate  

Effect. 

I, Jaspreet Singh Randhawa 

S/O Balkar  Singh. House No. 

513/26 Street No. 3 Baba Banda 

Singh Bahadhur Colony Trimmu 

Road Gurdaspur. Have Changed 

My Name From Jaspreet Singh 

Randhawa To Jaspreet Singh. 

I, Mandeep Kaur Randhawa 

W/O Jaspreet Singh. House No. 

513/26 Street No. 3 Baba Banda 

Singh Bahadhur Colony Trimmu 

Road Gurdaspur. Have Changed 

My Name From Mandeep Kaur 

Randhawa To Mandeep Kaur. 

I, Parminder Kaur spouse of  

No. GS-171599 Rank MT/Driver 

Name Gopal Singh resident of 

House No. 87, Gali No 6, 

Bhadson Road, Near Shiv Mandir, 

Aman Vihar Patiala, Tehsil and 

Distt Patiala, Punjab,  declare that 

my date of birth is wrongly 

recorded  as 21 yrs  in my 

husband’s Service documents. 

My correct date  of birth is  14-05-

1977 vide Affidavit No. 

IN-PB39025782229876W Dated 

24 Jul 2024 before Executive 

Magistrate Pathankot (Punjab). 

म� कृ� पु. \ी मामन राम िनवासी 

741 पठान ठोला, भावड़, तह० गोहाना, 

िजला सोनीपत, हdरयाणा हe से fान 

करता हूॅ िक मेरे सभी कागजातो ंम[ मेरा 

नाम / iैिलंग Krishan दजj है। 

Krishan Alias Krishan Kaushik 

दोनो ंनामो ंका एक ही lmn है व मुझे 

इन दोनो ंनामो ंसे जाना जाता है। 

I, No.15688730P L/Hav 

Subhasis Pal resident of Village- 

Dharampur, Post- Jamdara, 

Tehsil- Chinsura, District- 

Hooghly, State- West Bengal, Pin- 

712410, serving in Indian  Army 

wef 24/09/2003, I have changed 

my Father's name & DOB from 

Gopal Pal to Gopal Chandra Pal 

and date of birth from 01 July 

1953 to 01 Jan 1947 Vide affidavit 

No.IN-PB386234200014777W 

dated 23 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

Continuity Pg. No. 10 

Classifieds
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Bharat’s educational poli-
cies are geared towards
fostering a balanced

approach that integrates
learning with modern skills,
reduces unnecessary burdens,
and nurtures the unique
potential of every child. These
efforts are crucial for building
a future-ready youth capable
of seizing new opportunities
in a rapidly evolving world.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has been a vocal advo-
cate for educational reforms
and skill development. 
One of the landmark steps
taken by the government is
the introduction of the New
National Education Policy
(NEP) 2020, established after
almost four decades. The
introduction of the New
Education Policy (NEP) 2020
has started giving positive div-
idends. Being a transforma-
tive policy, it formalises skill
training by integrating it into
the education system from
Class VI onwards. This poli-
cy underpins the importance
of combining schooling with
skilling, and teaching-learn-
ing materials for classes III rd
onwardare also being made
available now. 
The government’s plan to
incorporate emerging and

applied areas, such as semi-
conductor technology, into
the school curriculum is a
promising step towards meet-
ing the skilling needs of the
diverse and talented Yuva
Shakti. 
Additionally, the School Bag
Policy aims to enhance stu-
dent well-being by addressing
the physical burden of school
bags. This policy focuses on
streamlining educational
materials, promoting digital
resources, and encouraging
ergonomic designs. States like
Assam and Madhya Pradesh
have taken significant steps to
alleviate the burden on stu-
dents, with new notifications
set to take effect from the aca-
demic session 2024-
25.’Pariksha Pe Charcha’
(PPC) outlines the vision and
priorities of the government.
During the 7th edition of
Pariksha Pe Charcha (PPC),
Prime Minister Modi inter-

acted with students, teachers,
and parents, emphasizing the
need to create an education-
al ecosystem where each
child’s unique individuality is
encouraged and fully
expressed. The government
has been making concerted
efforts to achieve this goal,
recognizing that cultural and
societal expectations often
add undue pressure on stu-
dents. 
Modi advocates for healthy
competition, reminding us
that “Teachers are not in a job
role but they shoulder the
responsibility of grooming
the lives of students.”With the
rapid pace of technological
advancements, its adoption in
the process of learning is
very crucial and technology
should be harnessed as a tool
for learning, reminding us
that “one cannot run away
from technology,” as the
Prime Minister remarked.
Reforms are necessary as they
can lead Bharat to a higher
stage of advancement. The
holistic approach involves
aligning educational prac-
tices with principles that pro-
mote mindfulness and
resilience. 
Education should encompass
a broad spectrum of human

development, not just intellec-
tual growth. Proper method-
ologies should be used to
assess and nurture various
aspects of a child’s develop-
ment. The new education
system is all set to enhance
individual potential and it also
contributes to the nation’s
economic growth. It is wide-
ly admitted that a well-educat-
ed population is better
equipped to drive economic
progress and social mobility,
reducing disparities and fos-
tering a more equitable soci-
ety.
Moreover, education con-
tributes to better health,
increased civic engagement,
and enhanced personal satis-
faction. Bharat’s examination
system needs further reforms.
Hence, going forward, the
nation is bound to have a
more fair, transparent, stress-
free, flexible and robust exam-
ination system. The holes are
being plugged on an urgent
basis at all levels. Bharat is on
the right path to building a
stronger, more vibrant nation
where talent, knowledge, and
skills thrive.

(The author is  the BJP
Councillor from Narayana,

New Delhi; views 
are personal)
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Balancing growth with populism

road construction on private land. This
inhumane action raises serious ques-
tions about women’s safety under the
current government.On one hand, we
hear slogans like "Nari Shakti" and "Beti
Bachao, Beti Padhao," but on the other
hand, women are being harassed and
buried alive. Is this what we call women’s
safety, freedom, and security? How
long will such incidents continue to
occur? The nation cannot tolerate such
atrocities.
Authorities must address this matter
urgently and find a solution to prevent
such incidents from happening again.
I urge the government to prioritize
women’s safety and take immediate
action to address this issue.

Masood Ahmad |Barabanki

!��""�#�#"�#$%�&'�
Madam — This refers to the front page
article, "India’s GDP to surge 6.5 - 7%
in 2024-25 : Economic Survey", (July 23)
this is my response. The economic sur-
vey of the year 2024 revealed the posi-
tive growth figures of India’s GDP

surge of 6.5 to 7 % in the year 2024-25.
The evangelist numbers are welcoming
for speeding up the growth trajectory of
India, to make it a 5 trillion dollar econ-
omy as soon as possible. 
Although the inflation figures are stress-
ing, as it burdened the pockets of the
locals. But the growth figures are sure-
ly welcoming for each one of us. This
will also help India to target ‘Vikshit
Bharat’ vision, and help ensure balanced
regional development for all together.
Sectoral growth with equality from
agriculture to export will power boost
India to practically visualize these fig-
ures in real life. There are provisions in
the budget which will definitely lead to
the spurt in economic activity, especial-
ly the push for employment and skill
development is likely to create more jobs
and give boost to manufacturing sector.
However, it will all depend upon the
execution of these schmes. 

Kirti Wadhawan | Kanpur

�('&%#�)%!�#*"��
Madam — It is not unusual for mixed
opinions to arise on budgets presented
by Central or State Governments. While
ruling parties typically praise the bud-
get, opposition parties are quick to crit-
icize it. Congress leader Pawan Khera
claims that the job-related schemes are
merely copied from the Nyay Patra. If
this is true, Congress might feel validat-
ed for having their scheme adopted.
However, this could simply be Khera’s
personal view. What the opposition says
often has little impact on the central
government. Opposition parties have
labeled the budget as specific to Bihar
and Andhra Pradesh. It is natural for the
opposition to be disappointed with the
budget, especially since it does not upset
the Chief Ministers of Bihar and Andhra
Pradesh. They had hoped that by deny-
ing special status to these states, discon-
tent would grow, possibly leading to a
withdrawal of support from Nitish
Kumar and Chandrababu Naidu. 
The budget allocates Rs. 15,000 crore for
the development of Andhra Pradesh’s
capital and grants for its backward
regions. Bihar receives Rs. 26,000 crore
for various road projects and Rs. 21,000
crore for power. 
An industrial center is planned for Gaya,
and there is a welcome initiative to
revive Nalanda University. On the fis-
cal front, the current budget lacks
encouragement for savings. The govern-
ment seems to believe people have no
choice but to deposit their money in
nationalized banks, thus avoiding tax
deductions for savings. It would have
been fair if the Finance Minister had
emphasized savings as well. 
KV Seetharamaiah|Bengaluru

!��$"))*+*��*��*'%�#
Madam — A horrifying incident in
Rewa(Madhya Pradesh). I am deeply
concerned about the recent incident in
Rewa district, Madhya Pradesh, where
Mamta Pandey and Asha Pandey were
partially buried while protesting against
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ends/Not with a bang but
with a whimper.” Earlier in
the same poem, Eliot writes,
“Between the conception/
And the creation/Between
the emotion/ And the
response/Falls the Shadow.”
The question is why the
Ramjanambhoomi move-
ment culminated electorally
the way it did, not with a bang
but with a whimper.
The inauguration of the Ram
temple in January this year
was the event of the century.
The fluttering flags bearing
Ram symbols across the
states, and the cultural build-
up through popular
Bollywood renditions had
even the sceptics once
believed in the movement
bearing the soul of our cul-
ture and nature. It was com-
plete with immaculate cam-
era coverage, with itinerary
being unveiled with clockwise
precision, weather at its shin-
ning best in generally a
gloomy climate and a massive
build-up of expectation of
dawning of Ram Rajya (the
rule of Ram, the ideal form of
governance).The event, how-
ever, surprisingly did not
bring good electoral tidings
for the BJP. The party strate-
gists were left befuddled at
the morally demoralising
electoral setback. 
For the pontiffs of cultural
nationalism, the reason for
‘shadows between the con-

ception and creation, between
the emotion and the response’
will not be known until they
decide to come out of the
echo chamber of the ‘VIP
route’ and have a ‘darshan’ of
Ram Lalla by joining the
milieu of the masses. Rama
Rajya has been defined as the
ideal state of society as
intended by Lord Ram, com-
prising perfect harmony, jus-
tice, dharma and prosperity,
where people live in peace
and happiness. Gandhi took
the interpretation forward,
saying that true Ram Rajya
would be to ensure equal
rights to both prince and
pauper.
Ask the Ram Bhakts standing
in the line of the paupers, for
the darshan of Ram Lalla, if
an ideal state had dawned.
The management of the
whole ‘darshan’ process at
the Ramjanambhoomi tem-
ple today is a prototype of
how it’s a case study of not
being the Ram Rajya model.
The uncarpeted red sand-
stone floor of the pathway
from the temple entry to the
sanctum sanctorum in the
heat of the summer leaves the
Bhakts with blisters, cursing
the temple management for
their scorn. 
Providing carpets to cover the
hot stone floor, functional air
coolers on the pathway to
beat the sultry weather or
water coolers to quench the

thirst from standing in a
queue is something that
should not be beyond the
command of ‘caring’ temple
management. But then that
care is lacking.
The whole environment at
the temple grapples with the
attitude of Suraksha (securi-
ty) rather than sewa (service).
The teeming throng of
untrained private security
guards stands out as a sore
thumb. The curt replies by
these guards to the simple
queries of the devout wor-
shipper are all adding to the
dwindling goodwill about the
temple movement, though
not for the temple deity. 
Ram lives in all humans, as
notable lyrist Sahir Ludhianvi
penned (mere rom rom mein
basne wale ram) for
Bollywood super hit Neel
Kamal. 
This song over the years has
become the anthem for all the
Ram worshippers. If the atti-
tude of disdain at the Ram
temple is not replaced with
that of service, Ram Bhakts
would continue to vow for
their deity albeit without
much goodwill for those asso-
ciated with the temple move-
ment.

(Sidharth Mishra is the
author and President of,

Centre for Reforms,
Development & Justice;

views expressed are 
personal)
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Covenanting for deity,
indifferent to the
m o v e m e n t S i d h a r t h

Mishra In Hindu tradition, Lord
Shiva is the symbol of faith,
always speaks the truth, and is
Trikaldarshi(knows the past,
present and future). In Goswami
Tulsidas’ Ramcharitramanas,
there is a reference to Shiva
telling his wife Sati, “Hohi Soi Jo
Ram Rachi Rakha,” meaning
what happens has been designed
by Ram himself. Shiva explains
to his wife that Ram is Param
Brahma (ultimate creator), and
writes the fate of a person based
on his or her deeds.To the fol-
lowers of Ram, this couplet
forms the essence of Ram’s
divinity and majesty. The start-
ing lines of the couplet are fol-
lowed by Tulsidas saying, “Ko
Kari Tark Badhave Sakha” that
is why disputes his decision
with inane discussions and then
completes the couplet saying “As
Kahi Lage Japan Harinama; Gai
Sati Jahan Prabhu Sukhdhama,”
the essence of this being that in
seeking refuge in Ram one
attains solace as did Sati, Shiva’s
wife.
Though Tulsidas demands faith
in Ram nowhere he mentions
that a human being’s own
‘karma’ (deeds) would not have
a bearing on Ram’s ‘rachna’
(creation). To those for whom
Ram is the symbol of the revival
of cultural nationalism, it’s time
to retrospect on their ‘karma’
which led to Ram’s ‘rachna’ of
the setback that they received in
the just concluded Lok Sabha
polls. Defeat in Ayodhya is
indeed the symbol of the set-
back, which is spread across
Ram’s territory of Awadh and
beyond it.Ramjanambhoomi
movement played an impor-
tant role in the revival and
strengthening of the concept of
cultural nationalism. 
The consecration of the statue of
Lord Ram at the much-awaited
temple should have proved to be
the culmination of people’s faith
in Ram and its natural expres-
sion in the electoral gains for the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). It
did not happen.Celebrated
English poet TS Eliot writes in
his epochal poem, Hollow Men,
“This is the way the world
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This would seem to have come
about a little late, a mere four
months before the decisive elec-

tion. For Democrats there are two
options. One, go for Kamala by nomi-
nation, thereby making her a very
probable scape goat in lieu of Biden,
given Trump’s stamped and vivid  image
of a clenched fist, post the shooting, or
stage a grand show where their candi-

dates at the upcoming convention
mount the podium and vigorously
debate as to how they intend to run the
nation rather than run for office. The
party convention must set exemplary
tenor and substance by navigating
through issues on hand than throwing
mud on a Teflon coated  Trump, on
whom nothing will stick. 
Under extreme pressure and for want of
time on its hands, the party could find
great sense in  gathering both its wits
and resolve to have Kamala as their can-
didate. Kamala is one person who is
most suited to take on Trump.
Remember Trump carries a heavy bag-
gage of his own and the recent episode
can but blur some of his glaring nega-
tives, not all. 

R.Narayanan| Mumbai
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The interest in
Environmental, Social,
and Governance (ESG)

considerations isn't merely a
trend—it's a critical pivot
towards sustainability in an era
marked by environmental
degradation and widening
social gaps. At its core, ESG
represents a comprehensive
framework guiding business-
es towards practices that not
only ensure profitability but
also address pressing global
challenges.
As we advance in the post-
pandemic landscape, collabo-
ration and cooperation are
more crucial than ever. For
India, these priorities align
with ambitious climate targets,
a rapidly growing digital econ-
omy, and global trade aspira-
tions. Amid climate change
and environ

mental degradation, there is
growing recogni
tion that businesses play a vital
role in promoting sustainable
development. Last year,
Business 20(B20) was one of
the most prominent
Engagement Groups in India’s
presidency of G20. It has
become an increasingly
important forum for private
sector leaders to deliberate on
subjects such as the adoption
of ESG standards.One of the

B20 Action Councils has
focused on encouraging the
rapid and broad implementa-
tion of ESG principles among
businesses of all sizes and
economic contexts. 
Their primary suggestions
include creating universally
applicable ESG standards and
ensuring transparent, com-
prehensive, inclusive, and
equitable disclosures across all
regions ESG goals are typical-
ly a set of operational stan-
dards that require companies
to adhere to better gover-
nance, ethical practices, envi-
ronmentally friendly mea-
sures, and social responsibil-
ity. It emphasizes non-finan-
cial factors as a metric for
guiding investment decisions
in a world where only finan-
cial returns are no longer the
sole goal for investors or

employees. ESG enables busi-
nesses to have a long-term
vision instead of a myopic
vision.The horizon of ESG has
evolved significantly over the
years. It is more than simply
checking a box on the compli-
ance checklist. Accelerating a
shift to cleaner energy carri-
ers and other efficient tech-
nologies can improve global
standards of life while also
contributing to long-term
decarbonization goals. For
instance, 
ESG can align with tradition-
al medicine to forge an envi-
ronmental path by promoting
the use of natural, organic, and
sustainable resources in
Ayurveda, Yoga and
Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha,
and Homoeopathy (AYUSH)
practices, thus reducing the
environmental footprint. To

promote greater adherence to
ESG standards, businesses
must be transparent about
their practices and their
impact on the environment
and society. This can include
initiatives such as reporting on
greenhouse gas emissions,
disclosing supply chain prac-
tices and engaging with stake-
holders to address concerns
about labour standards and
human rights.The path to a
universally embraced ESG

framework is fraught with
challenges. 
Diverse and sometimes con-
flicting definitions and stan-
dards set by various entities
have led to inefficiencies in
reporting and general slug-
gishness in adopting respon-
sible practices on a global
scale. The solution lies in har-
monizing ESG frameworks
for disclosure, reporting, and
rating. Such a unified
approach would streamline
efforts, making it easier for
companies of all sizes to par-
ticipate in the global move-
ment towards sustainability.
Companies that address ESG
risks tend to experience fewer
disruptions, gain more trust,
and achieve consistent finan-
cial results, adhering to a
triple-bottom-line strategy
that combines financial

returns with environmental
and social norms. 
Progressive ESG reporting
standards, multi-stakeholder
partnerships, and dialogue
between businesses and civil
society can address these chal-
lenges.Indian corporations are
increasingly incorporating
ESG considerations into their
business decisions, with sev-
eral asset management firms
launching ESG funds. These
ESG-indexed companies have
outperformed non-ESG-
indexed companies, as per
data from the National Stock
Exchange (NSE).[1]Investors
in India are using novel tools
to fund social and environ-
mental initiatives. 
The Ghaziabad Municipal
Corporation, which is also list-
ed on the Bombay Stock
Exchange, issued India's first

green bond (BSE). The
Corporation raised ?150
crores in capital to help fund
the water treatment plant and
tertiary sewage.According to
a survey conducted by
Singapore-based bank DBS
and Bloomberg Media
Studios, 92% of Indian SMEs
said ESG measures are a high
priority for their business,
compared to 83% of SMEs
across Asia. 
The corporate world is align-
ing with climate science, with
thousands of businesses
adopting initiatives like the
Science-Based Targets. 
(The writer is member  Invest

India, the National
Investment Promotion and
Facilitation Agency under

DPIIT, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry;

views are personal)
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The Union Budget of the newly
elected alliance government pre-
sented its first budget. Smt

Nirmala Sitharaman as the Finance
Minister of India presented her 7th
budget, and a new record was made
too. Considering a lot of promises were
made to the people of India and lots of
challenges they face – unemployment,
price rise, stagnant income one would
have hoped that BJP would, after its
underperformance in the general elec-
tion have learnt some lessons and
course correct. However it was disap-
pointing to see the same mistake of
ignoring the Jann ki Baat, Madam
Minister also like the Prime Minister
delivered her Mann ki Baat speech.
This was to be the Union Budget but
now can easily be titled PradhanMantri
Sarkar Bachao Yojana announcement
where huge financial packages have
been earmarked for states that are run
by their alliance partners and whose
crucial support they need for their gov-
ernment to run uninterrupted- JDU in
Bihar and TDP in Andhra Pradesh.
While a package worth 59000 crores
was announced for Bihar, it was 15000
crores for Andhra Pradesh. 
However, their demand for special sta-
tus has so far not been addressed.
Making specific politically motivated
state budget allocations over other
states' interests sets a wrong precedent
for future governments to follow.
These funds aren’t addressing the
requirements but rather addressing
their political commitments. Alliance-
run Maharashtra, a state that pays the
highest taxes to the centre got no spe-
cific allocation from the PMSBY
(PradhanMantri Sarkar Bachao Yojna)
besides many opposition-run states.
It is a shame that the centre has bla-

tantly disregarded the principle of
equality but chosen to discriminate
between states. Maharashtra seeks
new airports, a GIFT city like dedicat-
ed business /smart city, highways and
roads but all of this was ignored. The
real BJP hate for Maharashtra stands
exposed yet again.The opposition-led
state has now made their displeasure
over this discrimination obvious by
choosing to boycott an upcoming

NITI Ayog meeting to be chaired by the
Prime Minister.In the budget, the
Finance Minister introduced an
apprenticeship program for youth
between 20-30 years of age and com-
mitted 1 crore internship programmes
for youth in the top 500 companies of
India. That would mean every compa-
ny will have to absorb 20000 interns at
Rs 5000/pm stipend earmarked from
their CSR. This also means that grad-
uates/postgraduates who are part of the
record 9.2% unemployment rate and
looking for meaningful employment
will have to be content with this pro-
gram, what it doesn’t address is creat-
ing jobs or entrepreneurial opportuni-
ties for the highly skilled youth. 
This is the corporate Agniveer pro-
gramme not meant to address the ele-
phant in the room which is unemploy-
ment but rather mock the plight of the
youth.
Similarly, FinMin spoke of women-led
development but fell short of offering
anything that would help address the
gender pay gap, bring them more
jobs, incentivise savings through tax
breaks or ease their burden of inflation
in running family budgets. SAMBAL
is an umbrella scheme that includes
Beti Bacaho Beti Padhao, One Stop
Centre, Nari Adalat, Mahila Police
Volunteer, Women's Helpline etc. In
2020-21, when these schemes were sep-
arate, the BE for just four of those
included under SAMBAL was ?640
crores, which is more than what has
been allocated in the BE for 24-25 (?629
crores).
The Finance Minister and the entire
government have been patting them-
selves on the back for maintaining fis-
cal prudence and keeping fiscal deficit
under check but it is a classic case of
operation successful but patient dead
with Aam Janta not having enough sav-
ings, enough money to invest and con-
sumption growth amongst its weakest
ever. 
The fact that private final consumption
growth was just 4% in2023-24 against
the overall GDP growth rate of more
than 8% shows this clearly.The
Government has once again managed
to turn a deaf ear to the plight of farm-

ers. If shutting down internet services
and using tear gas shells to stop the
farmers from protesting was not
enough, the Union Budget has no men-
tion of a legal guarantee on minimum
support price (MSP) for farmers or any
support for farm loans through waivers
or lower interest rates. With billion-
aires continuing to have thousands of
crore weddings and stamped-like sit-
uations occurring over jobs by unem-
ployed youth, the Union Budget has
missed out on addressing wealth
inequality at large. While packages for
youth employment have been intro-
duced, the Budget does not address
reducing the gap between the poorest
and the richest sections of the popu-
lation. Despite the economic survey
pointing out the disparity in income
with the top 10% accounting for one-
third of the income, measures to uplift
farmers, and labourers or increase
wealth taxes are absent. The Finance
Minister’s announcement of the reduc-
tion of tax on long-term capital gains
(LTCG) is a bane in disguise. While
seemingly, the tax on LTCG has
reduced from 20% to 12.5%, the index-
ation benefits have been eliminated. 
This means that profits on sales of
property, gold and other unlisted assets
will not be adjusted to inflation and a
higher amount would be taxable, thus
effectively increasing the tax burden on
investors, and making investments in
property, gold and shares unprof-
itable. The PradhanMantri Sarkar
Bachao Yojana caters to the BJP’s
essential allies. 
The needs of the public, the opposition,
and most states have been ignored.
While ignoring the concerns of 90% of
the nation is not new for this
Government, it is disappointing to see
it continue after the BJP’s perfor-
mance in the General Elections. One
can, however, be hopeful that the
increased representation and enthusi-
asm of the opposition members in
Parliament can lead to fruitful delib-
erations and additions to the Union
Budget this session. 
(Thbe writer is Rajya Sabha MP, Shiv
Sena -Uddhav Balasaheb Thackeray,

views are personal)

The middle class in India has long
been the backbone of the nation,
driving consumption, innova-

tion, and overall economic growth.
Under Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's leadership, India has witnessed
transformative changes that have sig-
nificantly impacted this demograph-
ic. In the last decade, we have moved
from a Low Growth, High Inflation
Nation to a High Growth, Low
Inflation Nation. Currently, we are the
only large economy in the world to
have High Growth and Low Inflation. 
The GDP growth rate consistently out-
paced other major economies, with
8.2% growth in FY 2023-24 compared
to 7.0% in FY 2022-23. These econom-
ic improvements have directly bene-
fited the middle class. Primarily, what
the middle class expects from a Budget
is more disposable income in hand,
Quality jobs for the next generation,
and an improved quality of life. 
More Disposable Income in Hand
Generally, the government tries to
increase the middle class's disposable
income by controlling inflation or by
giving tax relief to the personal income
tax category. This budget and govern-
ment fiscal policies provide relief by
both instruments. Inflation manage-
ment has been crucial, with the Modi
government adopting an inflation-tar-
geting regime in 2016. 
This approach stabilized and lowered
inflation, which has averaged 5%
since 2014, never breaching the 8%
mark. In June 2024, retail inflation was
5.08%, with core inflation at its low-
est in over 12 years, providing further
relief to the middle class and enhanc-
ing their purchasing power.
In addition, the budget brings signif-
icant tax relief for the middle class.FM
has rationalized slab rates under the
new tax regime and allowed an addi-
tional standard deduction of Rs 25,000,
effectively making the total standard
deductions Rs 75,000 effective from
AY 25-26. The new tax regime contin-
ues to be the default tax regime of tax-
ation. 
These changes increase disposable
income in the hands of the middle
class to the extent of Rs 17,500 per

annum. In other words, after these
changes, there will be no tax till
income from the Salary of Rs 7.75
Lakh under the new tax regime. 
Empowering the Backbone of India
The Union Budget 2024-25, present-
ed by Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman, introduces a series of
measures aimed at empowering the
middle class and ensuring inclusive
growth. This budget focuses on
employment, skilling, MSMEs, and
infrastructure, which are all pivotal for
middle-class prosperity. The budget
allocates Rs2 Lakh Crore for education,
employment, and skilling, directly
benefiting the middle class by facili-
tating job opportunities for 4.1 crore
youth over five years. Schemes like the
Employment Linked Incentive provide
direct benefits to first-time employees,
boosting job creation in the manufac-
turing sector. 
Additionally, a new centrally spon-
sored skilling scheme will train 20 lakh
youth, aligning their skills with indus-
try needs and ensuring the middle
class remains competitive in the job
market.Under the PM Awas Yojana
Urban 2.0, the housing needs of 1 crore
urban poor and middle-class families
will be addressed with an investment
of Rs 10 lakh crore. This will include
the central assistance of Rs2.2 lakh
crore in the next 5 years. 
A provision of interest subsidy to facil-
itate loans at affordable rates is also
envisaged.For small business owners
within the middle class, the budget
introduces a comprehensive package
for MSMEs, including a credit guar-
antee scheme for machinery and
equipment purchases and support
during stress periods. 
A Brighter Future
The measures outlined in the budget
are set to have profound implications
for the middle class. Increased employ-
ment opportunities, enhanced skilling
programs, and support for MSMEs
ensure stable incomes and improved
living standards. 
Affordable housing initiatives make
homeownership more accessible to the
middle class, and the focus on infra-
structure development creates a con-

ducive environment for businesses,
fostering economic growth and stabil-
ity.Let us understand this with the help
of an example - The story of a middle-
class family. Sachin is a middle-class
professional living in Delhi. With the
recent changes introduced in the bud-
get, his yearly take-home salary has
seen an increase of Rs17,500 due to the
new tax benefits. 
This increment has allowed Sachin to
invest more in his children's education
and save for the future. The constant
control of inflation also eased his
household expenses, making it more
affordable for his family to maintain
their standard of living. Sachin’s son,
Amit, recently graduated and was
worried about finding a job. 
However, with the government's focus
on creating employment opportunities,
Amit secured a position in a manufac-
turing firm that benefits from the
Employment Linked Incentive scheme.
This job provides Amit with a stable
income and gives him the confidence
to contribute to the family's finances. 
The government's commitment to
skilling programs has also allowed
Amit to enrol in a training course that
enhances his skills, making him more
competitive in the job market.
In addition, Sachin's wife, Priya, who
runs a small business, has benefited
from the support extended to MSMEs.
The credit guarantee scheme has
enabled her to purchase new machin-
ery, increasing her business's produc-
tivity and profitability. The Union
Budget 2024-25 is a testament to the
government's commitment to foster-
ing inclusive growth and empowering
the middle class. 
By addressing key areas such as
employment, skilling, MSMEs, hous-
ing, and infrastructure, the budget
paves the way for sustained econom-
ic growth and prosperity. As the mid-
dle class continues to thrive, it will
undoubtedly propel India towards
becoming a global economic power-
house, realizing the vision of a 'Viksit
Bharat' in 2047.

(The writer is Professor of Finance.
XLRI Xavier School of Management
and BJP Leader; views are personal)
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Israeli  Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu speaks

before Congress on
Wednesday in hopes of bol-
stering US support for contin-
uing Israel’s offensives against
Hamas and other adversaries.
But boycotts of his appearance
by some Democratic lawmak-
ers and expected protests out-
side are highlighting how his
hard-line government’s con-
duct of the devastating war in
Gaza is opening fissures in
longstanding American sup-
port for his country.
Netanyahu is assured a warm

welcome from Republican
lawmakers who arranged his
speech in the House chamber,
an appearance making him
the first foreign leader to
address a joint meeting of
Congress four times, surpass-
ing Winston Churchill.
Many Democrats and political
independent Bernie Sanders
plan to boycott Netanyahu’s
appearance. But the most
notables absence will be
behind him: Vice President
Kamala Harris, who serves as
president of the Senate and
traditionally would sit behind
whatever dignitary is speak-
ing, says a long-scheduled
trip will  keep her away
Wednesday. And the next
Democrat in line, Sen. Patty
Murray of Washington, is
declining to attend.
Republicans targeted the
absence of Harris, the new
Democratic front-runner for
the presidency, as a sign of dis-
loyalty to an ally. However,
former President Donald

Trump’s running mate, JD
Vance, said campaigning
would also make him a no-
show for the Israeli leader’s
speech.
And outside the Capitol,
demonstrators angry over the
deaths of nearly 40,000
Palestinians,  or over
Netanyahu’s inability to free
Israeli and American hostages
taken by Hamas and other
militants in the first hours of
the Israel-Hamas war, are
promising massive protests.
In anticipation,  House
Speaker Mike Johnson warned
of a “zero-tolerance policy” for
any signs of disturbances in
the Capitol building. “It is our
tradition to acknowledge
every guest speaker’s right to
free expression even if we
disagree with their viewpoint,”
the Louisiana Republican
wrote to members Tuesday.
Johnson arranged the address,
an honour that marks both the
two countries’ historically
warm bonds and the political
weight that support for Israel
has long carried in US politics.
But the attention for the visit
has been diminished some
by American political tur-
moil of recent weeks, includ-
ing the assassination attempt
against Trump and President
Joe Biden’s decisionnot to seek
another term.
Netanyahu hopes to project
the image of a tough, respect-
ed statesman for an increas-
ingly critical domestic audi-
ence back home in Israel.
That may be difficult given the
wide division among
Americans over Netanyahu’s
conduct of the war. 
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Ahead of his meeting with
Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu on Friday,
former US president and
Republican presidential candi-
date Donald Trump on Tuesday
told Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas that every-
thing will be good.  
“Looking forward to seeing Bibi
Netanyahu on Friday, and even
more forward to achieving Peace
in the Middle East!” Trump
said on “Truth Social” his social
media platform as he attached a
letter written to him by Abbas,
a day after a failed assassination
bid in Philadelphia on July 13.
“It is with grave concern that I

have received news and later on
watched footage of your attempt-
ed assassination,” Abbas wrote in
his letter dated July 14. Trump
posted a screenshot of the letter
which also had his response in
a typical Trump handwritten
note.
“Mahmoud, so nice. Thank You.
Everything will be Good,” Trump
said.
Earlier in the day, Trump said
that he would be meeting
Netanyahu at Mar-a-Lago in
Palm Beach, Florida, on Friday. 
“During my first term, we had

Peace and Stability in the Region,
even signing the historic
Abraham Accords - And we will
have it again. Just as I have said
in discussions with President
Zelensky and other World
Leaders in recent weeks, my
PEACE THROUGH
STRENGTH Agenda will
demonstrate to the World that
these horrible, deadly Wars, and
violent Conflicts must end.
Millions are dying, and Kamala
Harris is in no way capable of
stopping it,” he said. Abbas wrote
in his letter that acts of violence

must not have a place in a world
of law and order. “Respect for the
other with tolerance and valuing
of human life is what must pre-
vail,” he wrote.
“Despicable acts of attempted or
successful assassinations are acts
of weakness with failed under-
standing of peaceful measures to
resolve conflicts. Differences
must be resolved through com-
munications with freedom of
expression,” Abbas wrote. 
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Donald Trump is holding his
first public campaign rally since
President Joe Biden dropped
out of a 2024 matchup that both
major parties had spent months
preparing for, leaving the former
president to direct his ire toward
his likely new opponent, Vice
President Kamala Harris. 
Trump is expected to turn his full
focus on Harris as he stops
Wednesday in North Carolina, a
swing state that Trump has car-
ried in the past, but Democrats
have seen as pivotal. The former
president’s trip to the state shows
he’s still concerned about keep-
ing it in his column this
November, even as his team
reaches for wins in traditionally
Democratic-leaning states like
Minnesota, where Trump is set
to visit Saturday.With Biden’s
abrupt departure from the pres-
idential race and Harris edging
closer and closer to officially
being the Democrats’ general
election pick, Trump has ramped
up his criticism of the vice pres-
ident, whom he’s characterised as
“the same as Biden but much
more radical.”
He has blamed her for what he
portrays as the Biden adminis-
tration’s failures, particularly on
security along the US-Mexico
border.Trump has also hedged
on plans for an expected debate

with Harris, first saying that he
wanted Fox News, not ABC, to
host the matchup he had origi-
nally scheduled for September
with Biden. On Tuesday, Trump
appeared to tweak that message
again, saying on a call with
reporters that he’d like to debate
Harris “more than once” but not
committing to appearing at the
debate currently on the books
and saying he’d only agreed to
debate Biden twice, not Harris.
Quietly, Republicans have spo-
ken about how subbing Harris in
for Biden nullifies a portion of
their party’s argument in favour
of Trump’s vitality and vigour.
At 81, Biden had been the old-
est nominee heading into a gen-
eral election. Now, the 78-year-
old Trump occupies that slot.
Harris, 59, has launched a cam-
paign that at least in some cor-
ners appears to be stoking inter-
est among the younger voters
who could be key in deciding an
anticipated close general election.
North Carolina is a state Trump
carried in both his previous
campaigns but by less than 1.5
percentage points over Biden in
2020, the closest margin of any
state Trump won. Trump
stumped heavily in North
Carolina even as the COVID-19
pandemic wore on, while Biden
largely kept off the physical
campaign trail and did not per-
sonally visit the state in the last
16 days of the
election.Mecklenburg County,
home to Charlotte — the state’s
biggest city — was also the
scene of Trump’s narrowest mar-
gin of victory in North Carolina’s
GOP primary, edging out Nikki
Haley by fewer than 8 percent-
age points.This year, Trump had
planned to hold his first rally
since the start of his hush money
trial in Fayetteville, but that
event was called off due to
inclement weather. 
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Washington, (AP): FBI
Director Christopher Wray is set
to testify Wednesday about the
bureau’s investigation into the
attempted assassination of for-
mer President Donald Trump,
with lawmakers at a congres-
sional hearing likely to press
him for fresh details about the
gunman’s motive and back-
ground.
The hearing before the House
Judiciary Committee will repre-
sent Wray’s most detailed com-
ments to date about a shooting
that has again thrust the FBI
into the political maelstrom as
agents continue to investigate
the 20-year-old gunman,
Thomas Matthew Crooks, and
the most serious attempt to
assassinate a president or pres-
idential candidate since Ronald
Reagan was shot in 1981.
The hearing had been scheduled
well before the June 13 shoot-
ing as part of the committee’s

routine oversight of the FBI and
Justice Department, and though
lawmakers may touch on a
broad array of topics, questions
about the shooting are expect-
ed to dominate the session.
Despite being appointed by
Trump, Wray typically faces
antagonistic questions from the
Republican-led panel, a reflec-
tion of lingering discontent
over the FBI’s investigation into
potential ties between Russia
and the 2016 campaign. 
Though the FBI has avoided the
same level of scrutiny directed
at the Secret Service over secu-
rity lapses that preceded the
shooting, culminating Tuesday
in the resignation of Director
Kimberly Cheatle, Wray is like-
ly to be questioned by lawmak-
ers sceptical of the bureau’s
assessment that Crooks left
behind no obvious ideological
motive that could explain his
actions.
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Amasked attacker on a
motorcycle stabbed and

seriously injured a British
army officer in daylight near
a barracks in southeast
England,  witnesses  and
police said Wednesday.

A 24-year-old man was
arrested soon after on suspi-
cion of attempted murder,
Kent police said.
Police said the assailant
acted alone and the stabbing
was not believed to be an act
of terror. They are investi-
gating if it was related to the
suspect’s mental health.
The officer, who is in his

40s, suffered serious injuries
and was airlifted to a hospi-
tal for treatment, the British
army said. He was in serious

but stable condition, police
said.

Pr ime Minis ter  Ke ir
St ar mer  s a id  he  was
“shocked and appal led,”
writing on social network X.
“All our thoughts are with
the soldier, his family and
our Armed Forces commu-
nity, who serve to keep all of
us safe. I wish him a swift
recovery.” Defense Secretary
John Healey also called the
attack “shocking.”
The Kent Police force said
officers were called Tuesday
evening to reports of an
ass au lt  in  t he  town of
Gillingham, 30 miles (about
50 kilometers) southeast of
London.
Witnesses said an attacker

wearing a ski mask, rode up
on a motorbike, attacked

the soldier, and then fled.
Alex Reynolds, who lives
nearby, said he came out of
his house and saw a man in
military uniform lying in a
street “not moving.”
“It was a minute and a half

after the incident, there were
already 10 people around the
body,” he said. He said oth-
ers at the scene said they saw
the attacker “speed away” on
the bike. A suspect was
arrested within half an hour
and several knives were
seized, police said. British
police do not name suspects
unt i l  t he y  have  b e en
charged. The road where
police said the attack hap-
pened is close to Brompton
Barracks, the headquarters
of the British Army’s 1 Royal
S cho ol  of  Mi l i t ar y

Engineering Regiment.  On
Wednesday morning, police
cars and crime scene tape
cordoned off both ends of
the treelined road.
“Our thoughts are with the

soldier and their family and
we request that their priva-
cy is respected at this diffi-
cult time,” the army said in
a statement. “We will contin-
ue to work closely with Kent
Police to understand what
happened and support the
investigation.”Attacks on sol-
diers in Britain are rare. In
2013, two men inspired by
al-Qaida killed 25-year-old
s old ier  L ee  Rigby  in  a
London street, running him
down with a car before stab-
bing him to death. The men
were sentenced to life in
prison.
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Newly elected British leader
Keir Starmer faces a House

of Commons milestone on
Wednesday, fielding lawmak-
ers’ queries at the boisterous
weekly Prime Minister’s
Questions session.
It’s the first such session since

Starmer’s Labour Party won a
landslide election victory on
July 4, returning to power after
14 years. The centre-left party
won 412 of the 650 seats in the
House of Commons. Starmer is
more accustomed to asking
the questions after spending
four years as leader of the
opposition to a Conservative
government. Former Prime
Minister Rishi Sunak now fills

that role as leader of the defeat-
ed Conservative Party.

Labour won a landslide elec-
tion victory on July 4 on a

promise to get the UK’s slug-
gish economy growing, unleash
a wave of housebuilding and
green energy projects and patch
the country’s frayed public ser-
vices.
Labour’s large majority means
Starmer should easily be able to
pass legislation. But he has
already had to quell a rebellion,
suspending seven Labour law-
makers for voting against the
party over social welfare.
The government is under pres-
sure from anti-poverty groups
and many Labour lawmakers to
scrap a policy introduced by
the Conservatives that limits a
widely paid welfare benefit
and tax credit to a family’s first
two children. The new govern-
ment says it can’t afford to

immediately abolish the two-
child cap. On Tuesday night,
seven Labour lawmakers on the
left of the party sided with an
opposition call to scrap the
limit. The party said the seven,
who include former deputy
leader John McDonnell, had
been suspended from Labour’s
parliamentary caucus for at
least six months. They will
remain lawmakers, but will sit
as independents.
Zarah Sultana, one of the sus-
pended legislators, said she
had “slept well knowing that I
took a stand against child
poverty that is affecting 4.3 mil-
lion people in this country.”
“It is the right thing to do and
I am glad I did it,” she told
broadcaster ITV.  
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Mudslides triggered by
heavy rain in a remote

part of Ethiopia have killed at
least 229 people, including
many who tried to rescue
survivors, local authorities
said Tuesday, in what the
prime minister called a “ter-
rible loss.”
Young children and pregnant

women were among the vic-
tims in Kencho Shacha Gozdi
district of southern Ethiopia,
said Dagmawi Ayele, a local
administrator, adding that at
least five people have been
pulled out alive.
The death toll rose sharply

from the initial one of 55 late
Monday. Search operations
continued in the area, said
Kassahun Abayneh, head of
the communications office in

Gofa Zone, the administrative
area where the mudslides
occurred.
Ethiopia’s ruling party in a
statement said it felt sorrow
over the disaster. Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed said in
a statement on Facebook that
he was “deeply saddened by
this terrible loss.”
The federal disaster preven-
tion task force has been
deployed to assist in search
and rescue efforts, Abiy’s state-
ment said.
It was not immediately clear
how many people were still
unaccounted for.
Many victims were buried on
Monday as rescue workers
searched the steep terrain for
survivors of another mud-
slide the previous day. Markos
Melese, director of the disas-
ter response agency in Gofa

Zone, said many rescuers
remained missing. “There are
children who are hugging
corpses, having lost their
entire family, including moth-
er, father, brother and sister,”
he said.
Some women wailed as res-
cuers attempted to dig
through the thick mud with
shovels. Landslides are com-
mon during Ethiopia’s rainy
reason, which started in July
and is expected to last until
mid-September.
Deadly mudslides often occur
in the wider East African
region, from Uganda’s moun-
tainous east to central Kenya’s
highlands. In April, at least 45
people were killed in Kenya’s
Rift Valley region when flash
floods and a landslide swept
through houses and cut off a
major road. 
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Crowdstrike is blaming a
bug in an update that

allowed its cybersecurity sys-
tems to push bad data out to
millions of customer comput-
ers, setting off last week’s glob-
al tech outage that grounded
flights, took TV broadcasts off
air and disrupted banks, hos-
pitals and retailers.
Crowdstrike also outlined
measures it would take to pre-
vent the problem from recur-
ring, including staggering the
rollout of updates, giving cus-
tomers more control over
when and where they occur,
and providing more details
about the updates that it plans.

The company on Wednesday
posted details online from its
“preliminary post incident
review ” of the outage, which
caused chaos for the many
businesses that pay for the
cybersecurity firm’s software
servicesThe problem involved
an “undetected error” in the

content configuration update
for its Falcon platform affect-
ing Windows machines, the
Texas company said.
A bug in the content validation
system allowed “problematic
content data” to be deployed to
Crowdstrike’s customers. That
triggered an “unexpected
exception” that caused a
Windows operating system
crash, the company said.
As part of the new prevention
measures, Crowdstrike said
it’s also beefing up internal
testing as well as putting in
place “a new check” to stop
“this type of problematic con-
tent” from being deployed
again.
CrowdStrike has said a “signif-

icant number” of the approx-
imately 8.5 million computers
that crashed on Friday, caus-
ing global disruptions, are
back in operation as cus-
tomers and regulators await a
more detailed explanation of
what went wrong.
Once its investigation is com-
plete, Crowdstrike said that it
will publicly release its full
analysis of the meltdown.
The outage caused days of
widespread technological
havoc, highlighted how much
of the world depends on a few
key providers of computing
services and drawn the atten-
tion of regulators who want
more details on what went
wrong. 
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A36-year-old man who was
accused of spreading “misinfor-

mation” during Hindu-Muslim
unrest in Leicester two years ago on
Wednesday appeared at Westminster
Magistrates Court in London charged
with unrelated terror offences.
Majid Novraska a.K.A. Freeman
appeared in the dock as the Crown
Prosecution Service (CPS) read out
the charges of encouragement of ter-
rorism and supporting Hamas, a pro-
scribed or banned organisation.
The Leicester-based community
activist, whose supporters gathered
outside the court waving Palestinian

flags, was released on conditional bail
which prohibits him from transmit-
ting or posting messages on social
media. District Judge Louisa Cieciora
agreed that the case was not suitable
for summary, or speedy, trial and
transferred the case to be heard on
the Terrorism List at the Central
Criminal Court at the Old Bailey in
London on August 16.
“Many of Freeman's allegations of
violence against Muslims perpetrat-
ed by Hindus in Leicester have later
been found to have no evidence,”
think tank Henry Jackson Society's
report entitled ‘Hindu-Muslim civil
unrest in Leicester' from November
2022 states, with reference to clash-

es that were triggered in the city in
the wake of an India-Pakistan crick-
et match.
“Many of Freeman's allegations of
violence against Muslims perpetrat-
ed by Hindus in Leicester have later
been found to have no evidence,” the
report added, naming him as one of
the social media "influencers spread-
ing misinformation” in the lead up to
clashes in September 2022.
During his hearing on Wednesday,
the court heard that on various dates
between December 26 last year and
June 20 this year Freeman expressed
an opinion or belief supportive of a
proscribed organisation, namely
Hamas, and in doing so was “reck-

less” as to whether a person to
whom the expression was directed
would be encouraged to support
Hamas.
The second charge under the UK's
Terrorism Act 2006 reads that in
March he used his social media
accounts to post messages in relation
to the 2015 Charlie Hebdo terrorist
attack in France, intending “members
of the public to be directly or indi-
rectly encouraged or otherwise
induced by the statement to commit,
prepare or instigate acts of terrorism”.
The investigation was carried out by
the Counter Terrorism Police in the
East Midlands, which arrested, inter-
viewed and charged Majid Novraska

– whose social media accounts refer
to him as Majid Freeman – on July
9.
His defence team asked that his
strict bail conditions related to
accessing social media be amended
to allow him to review his past posts
for the purpose of the court hearings,
which Judge Cieciora agreed to.
The context of the allegations in rela-
tion to social media posts in the case
date from October 7 last year, the
Hamas terrorist attack on Israel, and
subsequent conflict. 
The accused spoke only to confirm
his name, age and address and did
not enter a guilty or not-guilty plea
at this stage. 

Man linked with Leicester unrest charged with terror offences in UK
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Aprominent Canadian MP
of Indian origin on

Wednesday said the country
was being "polluted" by
Khalistani extremists who were
"abusing" the freedoms guar-
anteed under the Charter of
Rights, days after a Hindu
temple was vandalised in
Edmonton.
Amidst rising Hinduphobia
in Canada, the BAPS
Swaminarayan Mandir was
vandalised with alleged hateful
and anti-India graffiti on
Monday morning in
Edmonton in Alberta state,
about 3,400 km west-north-
west of here.
Chandra Arya, a Member of
Parliament from Nepean in the
House of Commons, said in a
post on his X account that sep-
aratist Gurpatwant Singh
Pannun of Sikhs for Justice

released a video demanding
that Arya and his Hindu-
Canadian friends go back to
India after he (Arya) con-
demned the vandalism of the
Hindu temple and other acts of
hate and violence by Khalistan
supporters in Canada.
“We Hindus have come to our
wonderful country Canada
from all parts of the world.
From every country in South
Asia, many countries in Africa
and Caribbean, and many
other parts of the world, we
have come here and Canada is
our land," Arya, a member of
Canadian Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau's Liberal Party,
wrote.
"We have made and continue
to make immense positive and
productive contributions to
the socio-economic develop-
ment of Canada. With our long
history of Hindu culture and
heritage, we have enriched the

multicultural fabric of Canada,”
he said.
“Our land is being polluted by
Khalistani extremists abusing
our freedoms guaranteed by
our Canadian Charter of
Rights,” Arya added.
Arya's statement comes against
the backdrop of severe strain in
India-Canada ties over the
killing of Khalistan extremist
Hardeep Singh Nijjar, who
was gunned down in Surrey,
British Columbia, in June last
year.
The relations between the two
countries came under severe
strain following Trudeau's alle-
gations in September last year
of a "potential" involvement of
Indian agents in Nijjar's killing.
India has been maintaining
that the main issue between the
two countries is that of Canada
giving space to pro-Khalistan
elements operating from
Canadian soil with impunity.

India has repeatedly con-
veyed its "deep concerns" to
Canada and New Delhi expects
Ottawa to take strong action
against those elements.
Meanwhile, the vandalism at
the BAPS temple was criticised
by other local elected represen-
tatives too.
The Consulate General of
India in Vancouver had said in
a post on X on Tuesday: “We
condemn the defacing of BAPS
Shri Swaminarayan Mandir in
#Edmonton with anti-India
graffiti. We have requested the
Canadian authorities to inves-
tigate the incident and take
prompt action against the per-
petrators.”
However, there has been no
reaction as yet from the BAPS
– the Bochasanwasi
A k s h a r p u r u s h o t t a m
Swaminarayan Sanstha, the
organisation that runs the tem-
ple. 
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Aman who severely injured
author Salman Rushdie in a

frenzied knife attack in western
New York faces a new charge
that he supported a terrorist
group.
An indictment unsealed in U.S.
District Court in Buffalo on
Wednesday charges Hadi Matar
with providing material support
to Hezbollah, a militant group
based in Lebanon and backed by
Iran. The indictment didn't
detail what evidence linked
Matar to the group.
The federal charge comes after
Matar earlier this month reject-
ed an offer by state prosecutors
to recommend a shorter prison
sentence if he agreed to plead
guilty in Chautauqua County
Court, where he is charged with
attempted murder and assault.
The agreement also would have
required him to plead guilty to

a federal terrorism-related
charge, which hadn't been filed
yet at the time.
Instead, both cases will now pro-
ceed to trial separately. Jury
selection in the state case is set
for Oct. 15.
Matar, 26, has been held with-
out bail since the 2022 attack,
during which he stabbed
Rushdie more than a dozen
times as the acclaimed writer
was onstage about to give a lec-
ture at the Chautauqua
Institution. Knife wounds blind-
ed Rushdie in one eye. 
The event moderator, Henry
Reese, was also wounded.
Rushdie detailed the attack and
his long and painful recovery in
a memoir published in April.
The author spent years in hid-
ing after the Ayatollah Khomeini
of Iran issued a fatwa, or edict,
in 1989 calling for Rushdie's
death over his novel “The
Satanic Verses.” 
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Security officials from the
member states of the

Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) held a
joint anti-terrorism drill in
China focussing on live drills
and specialised operations such
as the “eradication of terrorist
groups,” China’s Ministry of
Public Security has said. The
‘Interaction-2024’ joint
counter-terrorism exercises
were held recently in northwest
China’s Xinjiang Uygur
Autonomous Region, the
Ministry said. “The exercise
marks the first time the relevant
agencies from all SCO member
states have participated in a
joint counter-terrorism live
drill,” state-run Xinhua news
agency reported on Tuesday. A
small Indian delegation took
part in the drill.
Since terrorist threats often
spill over to other countries and
flow around the globe, the lat-
est large-scale SCO exercise
was held to enhance the mem-
ber states’ capabilities and inter-
operability in joint anti-terror-
ism operations, Global Times
report said.
The latest exercise has estab-
lished a new model for joint live
drills by relevant agencies and
enhanced the joint operational

capabilities of the SCO mem-
ber states’ authorities, the
Ministry of Public Security
said, adding, in response to sig-
nificant terrorist threats, the
exercise included specialized
operations such as “the eradi-
cation of terrorist groups.”
Photos released by the state-
run media showed that soldiers
and police officers fully armed
with assault rifles, pistols, and
riot shields launching an assault
– some via armoured and all-
terrain vehicles and some via
helicopter with aerial drones
and robot dogs – also deployed
in the exercise. Representatives
from SCO member states, the

SCO Secretariat, and the
Executive Committee of the
SCO Regional Anti-Terrorist
Structure observed the exercise.
The Beijing-based SCO has
emerged as one of the largest
trans-regional international
organisations focussing on
deepening security-related
cooperation with its Regional
Anti-Terrorism Structure
(RATS), which specifically
deals with issues relating to
security and defence.

Earlier this month, Belarus
became the 10th official mem-
ber state of the SCO that
already has China, India, Iran,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,

Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan. The SCO member
states have a long history of
effective cooperation in
counter-terrorism. All the pre-
viously held anti-terrorism
exercises were bilateral or mul-
tilateral but did not feature all
member states, Li Wei, a
research fellow and security
expert from the China
Institutes of Contemporary
International Relations, told
the Global Times.
The latest drill reflected that all
SCO member states share a
common understanding
toward the threats posed by ter-
rorism, Li said.
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Bangladesh crawled back to
normalcy on Wednesday

after a five-day nationwide
violent student protest over
quotas in government jobs
with rush hour traffic return-
ing to streets in the capital, and
limited reopening of banks,
garment factories and internet
services. A nationwide internet
blackout since last Thursday
has restricted the flow of infor-
mation in the country. Limited
connectivity was restored on
Tuesday night, with priority
given to companies such as
banks, technology firms and
media outlets. Mobile phones
have started working, but users
say the internet is slow, while
mobile internet and sites such
as Facebook remain suspend-
ed.
The curfew was relaxed for
seven hours in the capital and
in other districts too but the
authorities said a strict vigil by
army troops and paramilitary
Border Guard Bangladesh
(BGB) would continue along-
side riot police and elite anti-
crime Rapid Action Battalion
(RAB).The city and inter-dis-
trict bus and ferry services
were restored coinciding with
the relaxed curfew hours.
However, schools and other
educational institutions
remained shut.
The violence claimed dozens of
lives, including that of students,
with some media tally suggest-

ing the toll to be as high as 184.
Earlier this week, the govern-
ment set up a judicial investi-
gation into the violence with a
High Court judge in the chair.
The government attributed the
unrest to fundamentalist
Jamaat-e-Islami and their stu-
dent front Chhatra Shibir,
backed by former prime min-
ister Khaleda Zia’s Bangladesh
Nationalist Party (BNP) and
allegedly taking advantage of
the students’ movement. The
main opposition BNP rejected
the charges and instead,
blamed the government. A
manhunt for culprits who dam-
aged major government instal-
lations and property like the
state-run Bangladesh
Television (BTV) is underway,
law enforcement agencies said.
“The anti-liberation Jamaat-
BNP and militants carried out
the unprecedented mayhem
one after another joining their
hands. Never did we see attacks
on police stations and jails . . .
this is new to us,” Home
Minister Asaduzzaman Khan
Kamal told a press briefing at
his office.
“Mobilising all our strength, we
will track down every one of
them and expose them to jus-
tice. We will not deviate even
an inch from this mission,” he
said.
Local media reports suggested
that police have so far arrested
over 2,500 suspected anar-
chists. The apex Appellate
Division of Bangladesh’s

Supreme Court earlier on
Sunday ordered a massive
quota reform, keeping only
seven per cent reserve posts
instead of the existing 56 per
cent.
The 1971 war veterans’ quota

will be cut down to 5 per cent
and 2 per cent will be reserved
for ethnic minorities as well as
transgender and disabled peo-
ple leaving 93 per cent jobs to
be merit-based. 
The government has issued a
Gazette notification in line
with the order. The student
group leading the demonstra-
tions suspended the protests
with one of their leaders saying
they had not wanted the reform
“at the expense of so much
blood.” Meanwhile, junior min-
ister for information and
broadcasting Mohammad Ali
Arafat, told another media
briefing for foreign media: “We
never wanted the casualties, it
was very, very unfortunate and
unwanted . . . every incident,
and casualty will be indepen-
dently investigated.” 
He added the judicial commit-
tee will investigate “thorough-
ly every single thing regardless
of who is involved.”
Students were furious because
quotas left fewer than half of
government jobs open on merit
amid an unemployment crisis,
particularly in the private sec-
tor, making government sector
jobs with their regular wage
hikes and perks especially
prized. 

Bangladesh’s major export-
earning garment and textiles
industries, which supply to
major Western brands
reopened after days of closure
due to the unrest and curfew.
“All our factories are open
today. Everything is going
smoothly,” Bangladesh
Garment Manufacturers and
Exporters Association presi-
dent SM Mannan said in a
statement. Officials said the
southeastern Chattagram port
that was forced to suspend
handling of cargoes has
resumed operations as the
highways were reopened to
carry the containers. 
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Broadband internet services
were partially restored in
Bangladesh after five days of
countrywide blackout amid
clashes between security per-
sonnel and protesters demand-
ing reforms to government job
quotas that reportedly killed
more than 100 people, media
reports said on Wednesday.The
broadband connections were
being restored on a limited
scale late on Tuesday, the
reports said. The state minister
for post, telecommunication
and information technology,
Zunaid Ahmed Palak,
described the phased internet
restoration as a “trial run”, The
Dhaka Tribune newspaper
reported.
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The Philippines and
Singapore signed a defense

pact Wednesday that will allow
their militaries to broaden
their engagement, but few
details were given about how
the agreement could help
address their security con-
cerns in a region rife with con-
f licts. Defense Secretary
Gilberto Teodoro Jr signed
the memorandum of under-
standing with his counterpart
in Singapore, Ng Eng Hen, in
a ceremony that coincided
with the anniversary of the
establishment of diplomatic
ties between the two countries.
The agreement, which was not
immediately made public,
“serves as a framework to
guide existing interactions and
promote cooperation in areas
of mutual interest such as mil-
itary education and anti-terror-
ism,” Singapore’s Defense
Ministry said in a brief state-
ment.
It aims to “foster closer people-
to-people links” and builds
on an existing agreement on
education, training aid and
support activities for human-
itarian assistance and disaster
relief, the ministry added,
without elaborating.
A Singaporean and two
Philippine officials said the
agreement is not a so-called
status-of-forces agreement that
the Philippines has signed with
three countries, including the
United States, which allows

largescale joint combat exercis-
es.
It could allow joint but limit-
ed drills such as “tabletop
exercises” simulating respons-
es to humanitarian crises and
natural disasters with agreed
terms of engagement, accord-
ing to the officials, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because they were not autho-
rized to discuss the matter
publicly. Philippine President
Ferdinand Marcos Jr’s admin-
istration has taken steps to
forge new security alliances
with a number of Asian and
Western countries and allowed
a US military presence at more
Philippine bases under a 2014
defense pact since territorial
hostilities between China and
the Philippines surged last
year at two hotly disputed
shoals in the South China Sea.
China has said such alliance-
building and actions by the US
and its allies, including the
Philippines, are provocative,
aimed to contain Beijing and
endanger regional
security.Teodoro has bristled at
such Chinese criticism. He
said in a speech in May that
“terming these cooperative
activities with like-minded
nations as a containment or a
provocation is disinformation
and evidence of paranoia of a
closed political system.”
In his state of the nation
address before the Philippine
Congress on Monday, Marcos
stressed that his country would
not back down in the territo-

rial disputes but stressed his
administration would only use
peaceful means to resolve any
dispute and would continue
building security alliances with
friendly countries. “In the face
of challenges to our territori-
al sovereignty, we will assert
our rights and interests in the
same fair and pacific way that
we have always done,” Marcos
said, adding that efforts were
continuing “to strengthen our
defense posture, both through
developing self-reliance and
through partnerships with like-
minded states.” Earlier this
month, the Philippines and
Japan signed a defense pact
named the Reciprocal Access
Agreement allowing the
deployment of their forces in
each other’s territory for joint
military exercises as both
countries face an increasingly
assertive China.

Japan and the Philippines
have separate maritime terri-
torial disputes with China.
The agreement will take effect
after it is ratified by the
Philippine and Japanese legis-
latures.The Philippines is hold-
ing separate talks with Canada,
New Zealand and France on
similar defense agreements,
the two Philippine officials
said.Japan and the Philippines
are treaty allies of the United
States and their leaders held
three-way talks in April at the
White House, where President
Joe Biden renewed
Washington’s “ironclad” com-
mitment to defend them. 
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Lahore (PTI): Pakistan’s power-
ful army sent its officers to
London in 2022 to convince for-
mer prime minister Nawaz
Sharif to return to the country
to “save” it from destruction
under Imran Khan’s regime, the
ruling PML-N supremo’s son-in-
law claimed on Wednesday.
Nawaz, 74, had returned from
London in October last year
after spending four years in
self-imposed exile on medical
grounds. Upon his arrival, he
was acquitted in all the cases he
was facing including the Al-
Azizia Mills corruption case in
which he was serving a seven-
year imprisonment before leav-
ing for the UK.
“The Army had gone to London
(in 2022) and touched the knees
of Nawaz Sharif and requested
him to come to Pakistan and
save it from the destruction of
(former prime minister) Imran
Khan,” Capt (retd.) Muhammad
Safdar while addressing party
workers of the ruling Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) He said when Nawaz
returned to become prime min-
ister for the fourth time then the
powerful circles (a reference to
the powerful military) decided
against it.“To stop him from
becoming the premier they
ensured that Nawaz lost the elec-
tion from NA-15 Mansehra,” he
said and chided the Election
Commission of Pakistan for
manipulating the result of

Nawaz, a three-time former
prime minister.
Interestingly, Nawaz had won
Lahore’s seat in the February 8
general election which Khan’s
party Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) alleged that he had also
lost this seat but the ECP
declared him successful in the
country’s worst-ever rigged polls.
Nawaz himself had admitted
that he was a candidate to
become premier but his party
failed to get a simple majority
therefore it was decided that his
younger brother Shehbaz Sharif
should be made the prime min-
ister.
The PTI has alleged that the
PML-N had won only six per
cent seats of the National
Assembly and the military estab-
lishment gifted dozens of its
winning (PTI) seats after getting
the results changed through
ECP to the PML-N so that its
puppet setup led by Shehbaz
Sharif could come to power and
serve its interests.
PML-N sources said that Nawaz
had agreed not to contest for the
Prime Minister’s slot after the
military establishment offered
him to make his daughter
Maryam Nawaz Punjab Chief
Minister. The powerful Army,
which has ruled the coup-prone
country for more than half of its
75-plus years of existence, has
hitherto wielded considerable
power in the matters of securi-
ty and foreign policy. 
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Trash from at least one
North Korean balloon fell

on the South Korean presiden-
tial compound Wednesday,
raising worries about the secu-
rity of key South Korean facil-
ities from North Korean provo-
cations.
The rubbish that fell on the

ground at the compound in
central Seoul contained no
dangerous material and no one
was hurt, South Korea’s presi-
dential security service said in
a statement. But experts say
South Korea needs to shoot
incoming North Korean bal-
loons at border areas next
time, as it’s not clear whether
North Korea would put in haz-
ardous items in future cam-
paigns. 
North Korea’s latest balloon
launches came days after South
Korea boosted its frontline
broadcasts of K-pop songs and
propaganda messages across
the rivals’ heavily armed bor-
der. Their tit-for-tat Cold War-
style campaigns are inflaming
tensions, with the rivals threat-
ening stronger steps and warn-
ing of grave consequences.
Seoul officials earlier said
North Korea had used the
direction of winds to fly bal-
loons toward South Korea, but
some of the past balloons had
timers that were likely meant to
pop the bags of trash midair.
The security service gave no

further details about the rub-
bish found at the presidential
compound, like whether bal-
loons were discovered along
with the trash. 
If North Korea is found to have
used timers or any other device
to deliberately dump trash on
key South Korean facilities like
the presidential office, it would
certainly invite strong response
by South Korea. But experts say
dropping balloons at ground
targets is extremely sophisticat-
ed technology and that North
Korea would certainly lack
such an ability. 
The security service refused to
disclose whether President
Yoon Suk Yeol was in the office
at the time. Yoon’s office earli-
er said he has no official sched-
ule on Wednesday. 
South Korea’s Joint Chiefs of
Staff said earlier Wednesday
that North Korean balloons
were flying north of Seoul after
crossing the border and had
urged people to be alert for
falling objects.
It was North Korea’s 10th such
launch since late May. The
more than 2,000 huge bal-
loons so far have dropped
wastepaper, scraps of cloth,
cigarette butts and even
manure on South Korea. North
Korea has said it was respond-
ing to South Korean activists
scattering political leaflets
across the border via their
own balloons. 
Experts say North Korea con-

siders South Korean civilian
leafleting activities a major
threat to its efforts to stop the
inflow of foreign news and
maintain its authoritarian rule.
In furious responses to past
South Korean leafletting, North
Korea destroyed an empty
South Korean-built liaison
office in its territory in 2020
and fired at incoming balloons
in 2014.
The North’s balloons haven’t
caused major damage but have
raised security jitters among
people worried North Korea
could use such balloons to
drop more hazardous materi-
als like chemical and biological
agents.
South Korea said Sunday it was
ramping up its anti-Pyongyang
propaganda broadcasts  from
its loudspeakers at all major
sites along the land border
because North Korea was con-
tinuing launches of trash-car-
rying balloons. South Korea
last Thursday restarted its loud-
speaker broadcasts for the first
time in about 40 days in retal-
iation for North Korea’s previ-
ous balloon activities.
Observers say South Korean
propaganda broadcasts can
demoralize frontline North
Korean troops and residents. In
2015, North Korea fired
artillery rounds across the bor-
der in anger over South Korea’s
restart of propaganda broad-
casts, prompting the South to
return fire. 
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Taiwan shuttered offices,
schools and tourist sites

across the island on
Wednesday ahead of a power-
ful typhoon that already wors-
ened seasonal rains in the
Philippines, killed at least 13
people and displaced 6,00,000.
Typhoon Gaemi’s outer skirt

was bringing heavy rain to
much of Taiwan, where a direct
landfall was expected later on
Wednesday in the northern
county of Ylan. Fishing boats
were recalled to port amid tur-
bulent seas, while air travelers
were rushing to board overseas
flights before the storm arrives,
amid numerous cancellations.
One person was reported killed
and dozens injured by trees
that were toppled by the storm,
while shelters were opened in
vulnerable areas, particularly in
Taiwan’s mountainous center
and east where heavy rainfall
is prone to cause landslides and
flooding.  Streets were inundat-
ed in numerous towns and
cities and high winds knocked
down pedestrians and riders of
the island’s ubiquitous motor
scooters.
On Wednesday morning, the
typhoon was east of Taiwan
moving at 18 kilometers (11
miles) per hour with maxi-
mum sustained wind speeds of
183 kilometers (113 miles) per

hour, the Central Weather
Administration said. In the
capital Taipei, heavy rain was
falling, but high winds had not
yet arrived. Gaemi, which was
called Carina in the
Philippines, did not make
landfall in the archipelago but
enhanced its seasonal mon-
soon rains. The rains set off at
least a dozen landslides and
floods over five days, killing at
least eight and displacing
6,00,000 people, including
35,000 who went to emer-
gency shelters, the Philippines’
disaster risk mitigation agency
said.
A landslide buried a rural
shanty Tuesday in the moun-
tainside town of Agoncillo in

Batangas province, and the
bodies of a pregnant woman
and three children, aged 9 to
15, were dug out Wednesday
morning. A rice porridge ven-
dor was hit by a falling tree in
another Batangas town
Tuesday night, raising the toll
in the country to 13 dead. In
the densely populated region
around the Philippine capital,
government work and school
classes were suspended after
nonstop rains flooded many
areas overnight, trapping cars
in rising floodwater and
stranding people in their
homes. Residents who ven-
tured out of their homes waded
into knee- and chest-high
floodwaters with some using

improvised dinghies and pad-
dling their way alongside cars,
trucks and SUVs.
In Marikina city in the east-

ern fringes of the Manila
region, the continuing down-
pour swelled a major river,
prompting many residents to
flee to safety. The strong cur-
rents swept away a steel cargo
container, refrigerators, pieces
of home furniture and tree
trunks, according to
Associated Press journalists at
the scene. Some residents
called radio stations and asked
to be rescued by authorities
from rooftops or upper floors
of their low-slung houses amid
rising floodwaters. Mayor
Jeannie Sandoval of Malabon,
a flood-prone city in the north-
ern section of the capital
region, assured one alarmed
mother that rescue boats and
trucks have been scrambling all
day to help trapped residents
like her. “Stay calm. We’re
doing everything we can. The
local government won’t leave
you behind,” Sandoval told
the DZRH radio network.
Rear Admiral Armando Balilo
said the Philippine coast guard,
where he serves as a spokesper-
son, has been overwhelmed
with pleas from floodwater-
trapped residents in the capi-
tal to be rescued, including
those who were waiting for
help from rooftops. 
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Beijing (PTI): Chinese scien-
tists studying the soil samples
of the moon brought by
Chang’e-5 mission found water
molecules in lunar soil, accord-
ing to the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS).The research -
carried out jointly by
researchers from the Beijing
National Laboratory for
Condensed Matter Physics and
the Institute of Physics of CAS
and other domestic research
institutions - was published in
the peer-reviewed journal
Nature Astronomy on July 16,
the Hong Kong-based South
China Morning Post reported.
Based on lunar soil samples
returned by Chang’e-5 mis-
sion in 2020, Chinese scientists
have found a hydrated miner-

al “enriched” with molecular
water, CAS said on Tuesday.
In 2009, India’s Chandrayaan-
1 spacecraft detected signs of
hydrated minerals in the form
of oxygen and hydrogen mol-
ecules in sunlit areas of the
moon.
Among its suite of instru-
ments, it carried NASA’s Moon
Mineralogy Mapper (M3), an
imaging spectrometer that
helped confirm the discovery of
water locked in minerals on the
Moon.
In 2020, Nasa announced the
discovery of water on the sun-
lit surface of the moon based
on data from the airborne
Stratospheric Observatory for
Infrared Astronomy, which
detected water molecules in the

Clavius crater, one of the largest
craters visible from Earth, in
the moon’s southern hemi-
sphere.But the lack of returned
lunar samples from high lati-
tude and polar regions means
that “neither the origin nor the
actual chemical form of lunar
hydrogen has been deter-
mined”, according to the Nature
article.The Chinese scientists
studying the lunar soil isolated
more than 1,000 mineral
“clasts”. The researchers said
that among them was a plate-
like transparent crystal, dubbed
“unknown lunar mineral”
(ULM-1), that contained water
molecules, the Post reported.
The researchers ruled out the
possibility that the water-bear-
ing mineral was contaminated

by terrestrial sources or rock-
et exhaust.But one geochemist
said he expected the team to
find more evidence in their fur-
ther study.“If this water-bear-
ing mineral is present in the
lunar samples, more than one
piece should be found,” said the
scientist who asked not to be
named and was not associated
with the study.The lack of
returned lunar samples from
high latitude and polar regions
means that “neither the origin
nor the actual chemical form of
lunar hydrogen has been deter-
mined”, according to the Nature
article.The Chang’e-5 China’s
first lunar sample-return mis-
sion sent back the first on-site
evidence of water on the sur-
face of the moon in 2020.
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Geneva(AP): Sudan’s paramilitary leader
has announced plans to attend cease-fire
talks in Switzerland next month arranged
by the United States and Saudi Arabia. 
Gen. Mohammed Hamdan Dagalo, head

of the Rapid Support Forces fighting
Sudan’s army, expressed hope on social
media late Tuesday that the talks would
become “a major step” toward peace and
stability in Sudan and create a new state
based on “justice, equality and federal rule.”
“We share with the international commu-
nity the goal of achieving a full cease-fire
across the country and facilitating human-
itarian access to everyone in need,” he said
on X, formerly called Twitter, 
The talks are expected to begin August 14
at an as-yet unspecified location in

Switzerland. There was no immediate pub-
lic indication whether Gen. Abdel-Fattah
Burhan, the head of the Sudanese armed
forces, or another top envoy from the mil-
itary would also attend.
The US State Department said the talks will
aim to build on discussions between the two
sides that broke down late last year in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
It said the African Union, Sudan’s neighbour
Egypt, the United Arab Emirates — which
has supported Dagalo’s forces — and the
United Nations would act as observers.
“The talks in Switzerland aim to reach a
nationwide cessation of violence, enabling
humanitarian access to all those in need,
and develop a robust monitoring and ver-
ification mechanism to ensure implemen-

tation of any agreement,” US Secretary of
State Antony Blinken said in a statement
Tuesday announcing the talks. 
“These talks do not aim to address broad-
er political issues,” he added.
Sudan plunged into conflict in mid-April
2023 when long-simmering tensions
between its military and paramilitary lead-
ers broke out in the capital, Khartoum, and
spread to other regions including Darfur.
The UN says over 14,000 people have been
killed and 33,000 injured. Rights activists
say the toll could be much higher.The war
has also created the world’s largest displace-
ment crisis with over 11 million people
forced to flee their homes, as well as alle-
gations of rampant sexual violence and pos-
sible crimes against humanity. 
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I, Sindhoo Chauhan Wife of 

No.15212053F Hav Surya Vijay 

Chauhan resident of Village- Tirchhi, 

Post- Tirchhi, P/S Dullahapur, 

District- Ghazipur, State- UP, Pin-

275202, have changed my name 

from Sindhu Devi to Sindhoo 

Chauhan Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB38620303350158W dated 23 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Sindhoo Chauhan Wife of 

No.15212053F Hav Surya Vijay 

Chauhan resident of Village- Tirchhi, 

Post- Tirchhi, P/S Dullahapur, 

District- Ghazipur, State- UP, Pin-

275202, have changed my DOB 

from 05 July 1988 to 05 July 1992 

Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB38621926173871W dated 23 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, No.14837699Y Hav Prem 

Chand resident of House 

No.34/95CD/47 Durga Palace, Post- 

Bindu Katra, Tehsil- Sadar Agra, 

District- Agra, State- Uttar Pradesh, 

Pin-282001, have changed my 

Mother name from Shrimati Devi to 

Haripyari Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB38954466118469W dated 24 July 

2024 before notary public Pathankot 

I, Babli spouse of 

No.14837699Y Hav Prem Chand 

resident of House No.34/95CD/47 

Durga Palace, Post- Bindu Katra, 

Tehsil- Sadar Agra, District- Agra, 

State- Uttar Pradesh, Pin-282001, 

have changed my name from Babli 

to Babli Devi Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB38920904357712W dated 24 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Monisha Selvanesan Mary 

Alphonsa Bai spouse of 

No.15794609M NK Ajish A resident 

of Village- Attoor, Post- Kattathurai, 

Tehsil- Kalkulam, District- 

Kanyakumari, State- Tamilnadu, Pin-

629158, have changed my name 

from Monisha Selvanesan Mary 

Alphonsa Bai to S M Monisha Vide 

affidavit No.IN-

PB38916952116152W dated 24 July 

2024 before notary public Pathankot 

I, No.14837699Y Hav Prem 

Chand resident of House 

No.34/95CD/47 Durga Palace, Post- 

Bindu Katra, Tehsil- Sadar Agra, 

District- Agra, State- Uttar Pradesh, 

Pin-282001, have changed my 

Father name from Keshav Chand to 

Kesho Ram Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB389553333256701W dated 24 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Harjit Kaur Wife of 

No.4485958H L/Hav Lakhwinder 

Singh resident of Village- 

Gaggomahal, Post- Gaggomahal, 

Tehsil- Ajnala, District- Amritsar, 

State- Punjab, Pin-143102, have 

changed my name & DOB from 

Harjeet Kaur to Harjit Kaur and date 

of birth from 15 April 1985 to 02 April 

1988 Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB38172064515407W dated 22 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Bachan Kaur Mother of 

No.4485958H L/Hav Lakhwinder 

Singh resident of Village- 

Gaggomahal, Post- Gaggomahal, 

Tehsil- Ajnala, District- Amritsar, 

State- Punjab, Pin-143102, have 

changed my name & DOB from 

Gurbhan Kaur to Bachan Kaur and 

date of birth from 25 Sep 1961 to 01 

Jan 1964 Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB38172762841359W dated 22 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Kavita W/o Sh. Sanjay 

Sharma R/o Village Naguran District 

Jind Have Changed My Name From 

Kavita To Kavita Rani. In future I will 

be known as Kavita Rani. 

I   Bidyawati  W/o No. 

JC139321H  Ex  Nb Sub  Chander 

Bhan  resident of  VPO  Garhi Balab,  

District  Rohtak (Haryana) have 

changed my name &  date of birth in 

my  husband's Army records from  

Bidyawati   (existing name) to 

Bidhyawati  (Proposed New Name)  

My  correct/actual  DOB is  

10.10.1944  instead of  01.07.1947  

as per my  Aadhaar /Pan Card.  In 

future I  shall may be known/written 

and called as Bidhyawati    (DOB : 

10.10.1944) for all work purposes,  

Vide Affidavit Dated   July  2024 

before IST Class Magistrate 

(Kalanaur)  District. Rohtak 

I  Renu Devi  Wife of  No. 

3199565H  Ex Hav  Satpal  S/o  

Karmvir  resident of  VPO Baliana,  

Tehsil Sampla,  District  Rohtak 

(Haryana) have changed my name  

in my  husband's Army records from  

Renu Devi  (existing name) to Renu  

(Proposed new Name)  as per my  

Aadhaar Card/Pan Card. In future I 

shall may be known/written and 

called as  Renu for all work 

purposes,  Vide Affidavit Dated   July  

2024 before Ist Class Magistrate  

(Sampla) District. Rohtak 

I Jaswant Singh Sandhu S/o 

Khushal Singh R/o  # 9683, New 

Swaraj Nagar Mundi Kharar (Mohali) 

declare that my father was known as 

Sardara Singh alias Khushal Singh. 

Sardara Singh alias Khushal Singh 

is one and the same person. 

I, Rajinder Singh Rana, s/o 

Badan Singh Rana, R/o House No. 

162, Ward No. 06, Bela Road, Part-1, 

Dashmesh Nagar, Rupnagar Tehsil, 

District Rupnagar, have taken the 

surname Rana along with my name 

Rajinder Singh and I shall be known 

as Rajinder Singh Rana. 

I, Urmila Devi W/o Shri Ashok 

Kumar R/o H.No 1221 Ward No. 7 

Rajiv Colony Sector 17 Panchkula 

Tehsil & District Panchkula Haryana 

declare that my Son Deepak Kumar 

are completely out of my control. 

Therefore, I Disown my son From my 

All Movable and immovable 

Properties. Anybody dealing with him 

will do at his own risk and cost. We 

will have nothing to do with it. 

We, Sunil Kumar S/o Late Mr. 

Gulab Singh and Nirmala W/o Mr. 

Sunil Kumar R/o H.No Street No. 3, 

khark Mangoli  old Panchkula, 

Haryana, declare that our son Karan 

Kumar and his wife Kiran alias Komal 

are completely out of our control. Both 

are residing separately from us  from 

last two years Therefore We on  

24.07.2024 disown both of them from 

our all movable & immovable 

properties. Anybody dealing with 

them, will do at his/her on risk, 

consequences and Cost. We will 

have no concern nothing with the 

same. 

I, Nayab Singh alias Naib Singh 

S/o Magger Singh R/o W.No. 11 Suraj 

Nagri Malout (Sri Muktsar Sahib) 

declare that both name are one and 

the same person. 

I, Abhinandan S/o Sushil 

Kumar R/o Raikot (Ludhiana) have 

changed my name to Abhinandan 

Bansal. 

I Sandeep Singh S/o Avtar 

Singh Sandhu R/o  Patti Gau ki, VPO 

Rurka Kalan, Tehsil Phillaur, District 

Jalandhar, Punjab (India)144031 

have changed my name Sandeep 

Singh to  Sandeep Singh Sandhu.   

I, Tarnjeet Singh S/o Balkar 

Singh, born on 22 Jan 1997, R/o 

H.No. 423 Gaushala Road Zira 

(Ferozepur) Punjab-142047, declare 

that my given name is Tarnjeet and 

surname is Singh. 

I Seema W/O Jatinder Kumar 

R/O Vpo Bhikhiwind Distt Tarn Taran 

Have Changed My Name To Seema 

Rani. 

I Hitherto Known As Bharti W/O 

Sh. Kaushal Lumba Residing At 

Khullran Mohalla, Mukerian, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab Have Changed 

My Name And Shall Hereafter Be 

Known As Ritika Rani. 

I, Shamsher Singh Manhas S/o 

Basant Singh Manhas R/o Vpo. 

Behbal Manj Teh-Mukerian 

(Hoshiarpur) Pb, have changed my 

name from Shamsher Singh to 

Shamsher Singh Manhas. 

I, Varun S/o Dinesh Kumar R/o 

# 977, Behal Gran, Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamunanagar have changed my 

name from Varun to Varun Bhardwaj. 

I, Kamaljit Kaur W/o Tajinder 

Singh R/o # 410, Santpura, Model 

Town, Tehsil jagadhri, Distt 

Yamunanagar have changed my 

name from Kamaljit kaur to Kamaljeet 

kaur. 

I, Deepika Khurana W/o Sh. 

Pankaj Khurana R/o H.No. 162/18, 

Sajavat Wali Gali, New Char 

Chaman, Karnal I have changed my 

name from Deepika to Deepika 

Khurana. 

I, Resham Khurana W/o Sh. 

Chirag Khurana R/o H.No. 162/18, 

New Char Chaman, Near Kapsons 

Karnal I have changed my name from 

Resham Sethi to Resham  Khurana. 

I, Surender Kumar, S/o Sh. 

Suresh Sharma R/o Village Samora, 

Tehsil Indri, Distt. Karnal  declare that 

I have changed the name of my minor 

daughter from Aarushi to Aarushi 

Sharma. For all purposes. 

I, Ritu Rani W/o Sh. Surender 

Kumar R/o Village Samora, Tehsil 

Indri, Distt. Karnal I have changed my 

name from Ritu to Ritu Rani. 

I Ramanpreet D/o Kulwant 

Singh and W/o Lakhwinder Singh R/o  

Ward No.-12, Near Shiv Mandir, 

Lamini Pathankot, Pathankot, Po-

Pathankot, Dist-Pathankot, Punjab - 

145001, have changed my name to 

Ramanpreet Kaur. 

I Shiv Kumar S/o Pooran Singh 

R/o Bam Market, Sadar Bazar, 

Muktsar, Po-Muktsar, Dist-Sri Muktsar 

Sahib, Punjab - 152026, have 

changed my name to Shivam Gola. 

I Pushpa W/o Pritam Kumar R/o 

H. No- B-9-49/128, New Hardyal 

Nagar, PO; Sheikhe Pind, Jalandhar, 

Punjab- 144025, have changed my 

name to Pushpa Jassi. 

I Meena Devi W/O Yograj 

Residence Of Village Mundh Distt. 

Karnal Change To Meena. 

I Vijeta Rani W/O Yashpal 

Residence Of Near Pipal Chowk, 

Ward No 3, Assandh Distt. Karnal 

Change To Vijeta. 

I Ajay Kumar S/o Harbans Lal 

R/o 95 New Kailash Nagar Near 

Gujjapeer Road Jalandhar have 

changed my name Ajay Kumar to 

Ajay Verma. Concerned Note Please. 

I Hither Kulwant Kaur W/O 

Navinder Singh R/O Khilchi 

Jadid,Ferozepur Have Changed My 

Name Kulwant Kaur To Kaur Kulwant 

For Add Surname On My Passport. 

I Hither Navinder Singh S/O 

Kartar Singh R/O Khilchi 

Jadid,Ferozepur Have Changed My 

Name Navinder Singh To Singh 

Navinder For Add Surname On My 

Passport. 

I Harpreet Singh Vij S/O Wazir 

Singh R/O Saidanwala, Ferozepur 

Have Changed My Name Harpreet 

Singh. 

I Sanjeev Kumar Sharma S/o 

Ashok Kumar R/o Village Laleana, 

Kotakpura (Faridkot) have Changed 

my name to Sanjeev Kumar. 

I, Harjinder Singh S/o Bagh 

Singh R/o Vill: Bambiha Bhai (Moga) 

have changed my name to Harjinder 

Singh Sidhu. 

I, Davinder Kaur W/o Harjinder 

Singh Sidhu R/o Vill: Bambiha Bhai 

(Moga) have changed my name to 

Davinder Kaur Sidhu. 

I, Latif Mohamad S/o 

Mohammad Yassin R/o H.No.20, 

W.No.4, Near Railway Cabin, Khanna 

(Ludhiana) have changed my name 

to Mohammad Latif. 

I, Alka Arora W/o Jiwan Kumar 

R/o H.No.80, W.No.7, Khemkaran 

(Tarn Taran) have changed my name 

to Alka. 

I, Rajesh Kumar Verma S/o 

Piare Lal R/o H.No.1234, St.No.3, 

Gulmohar Nagar, Amloh Road, 

Khanna (Ludhiana) have changed 

my name to Rajesh Kumar. 

I, Ramandeep Thapar W/o Tara 

Chand R/o H.No.68, Samrala Road, 

O.G.L. City, Khanna (Ludhiana) have 

changed my name to Ramandeep. 

I, Jashanpreet Singh S/o 

Shamsher Singh R/o Ward No.3 , 

Patti, District Tarn Taran Punjab have 

changed name Jashanpreet Singh to 

Jashanpreet as my Given name & 

Singh as my Surname.  

I, Vinod Kumar Jain S/o Prem 

Nath Jain R/o H-2/16-18, Adarsh 

Colony, W.No.17, Rajpura (Patiala) 

have changed my name to Vinod 

Jain. 

I, Lakhvir Singh S/o Pritam 

Singh R/o Vill: Gorsian Teh-Dasuya 

(Hoshiarpur) Pb, have changed my 

son’s name from Taranjeet Singh to 

Taranjit Singh. 

I, Jagtar Singh S/o Balwinder 

Singh R/o Botian Wala (Ferozepur) 

have changed my name to Jagtar 

Singh Dhillon.  

Classifieds

CHANGE OF NAME

Public Notice 

çÆ à±ÃÅ ìÔ¹î¿åòÆ Ö¶åÆìÅóÆ 
ÃÇÔÕÅðÆ ÃíÅ ÇñîÇàâ
Ã¶ñ÷îËé çÆ íðåÆ Ãì¿èÆ çÆ à±ÃÅ ìÔ¹î¿åòÆ 
Ö¶åÆìÅóÆ ÃÇÔÕÅðÆ ÃíÅ Çò¼Ú Ã¶ñ÷îËé çÆ 
ÖÅñÆ ÁÅÃÅîÆ âÆ.ÃÆ. ð¶à Òå¶ íðé Ãì¿èÆ 
Áð÷ÆÁ» çÆ î¿× ÕÆåÆ Ü»çÆ ÔË ¢ ï¯×åÅò»: 
çÃòÄ ê¼èð çÆ ê¿ÜÅìÆ êÅÃ, ×ðËÜ¹Â¶ôé çÆ 
Çâ×ðÆ, êðÃéñ Õ¿ÇêÀ±àð Õ¯ðÃ ISO I@@A
åÃçÆÕô¹çÅ AB@ Ø¿à¶ çÅ Ô¯ò¶, ê¶ºâ ÇêÛ¯Õó, 
À¹îð Ô¼ç AH å¯º CE ÃÅñ Ô¯ò¶, À¹îÆçòÅð 
ÃíÅ ç¶ çÅÇÂðÅ ÕÅð¯ìÅð çÅ ÇéòÅÃÆ Ô¯ò¶, 
À¹îÆçòÅð Áð÷Æ ðÇÜÃàðâ âÅÕ ðÅÔÄ ÇîåÆ 
AB/@H/B@BD ôÅî E òÜ¶ å¼Õ í¶Ü ÃÕç¶ 
Ôé¢ Õ¯ÂÆ òÆ Áð÷Æ Ô¼æçÃåÆ î¿éÜ±ð éÔÄ 
ÕÆåÆ ÜÅò¶×Æ, À¹îÆçòÅð ÁÅêäÆ Áð÷Æ ç¶ 
éÅñ Çò¼ÇçÁÕ ï¯×åÅ ç¶ åÃçÆÕô¹çÅ ÃðàÆ-
ÇëÕ¶à å¶ êÅÃê¯ðà ÃÅÂÆ÷ ë¯à¯ éÅñ ñË Õ¶ 
ÁÅÀ¹ä¢ ÇÂ¿àðÇòÀ± ÇîåÆ AD/@H/B@BD ù 
ÃíÅ ç¶ çøåð ÇòÖ¶ Ãò¶ð¶ A@ òÜ¶ ô¹ð± Ô¯ò¶×Æ¢ 
Ãî¶º å¯º ìÅÁç ÁÅÀ¹ä òÅñ¶ À¹îÆçòÅð» ù 
ÁËºàðÆ éÔÄ Çç¼åÆ ÜÅò¶×Æ¢ 
êåÅ: çÆ à±ÃÅ ìÔ¹î¿åòÆ Ö¶åÆìÅóÆ ÃÇÔÕÅðÆ 
ÃíÅ ÇñîÇàâ à±ÃÅ, åÇÔÃÆñ-ðÅÂ¶Õ¯à, ÇÜñ·Å 
«ÇèÁÅäÅ¢ Çê¿é Õ¯â-ADAA@E 
êzèÅé: HIFHD-G@HEE, Ã¶ñ÷îËé (òÅè± 
ÚÅðÜ) IHAD@-BFIB@
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HIMACHAL PRADESH
RURAL  DEVELOPMENT & PANCHAYTI RAJ DEPARTEMENT

सवj साधारण को सूिचत िकया जाता है िक नगर िनगम

रोहतक की के शाखा के सTिpकर के dरकाडj म[ नई Gोपट]

आई०डी ० IHVOY8J2 पुरानी Gोपट] आई०डी०

73C30U133 वाडj नं०/पता Lal Dora Silara Maholla 

(लाल डोरा िसलारा माहौला) पुराने एन०डी०सी० dरकाडj म[

Harish Mehta व सवj के अनुसार नए एन०डी०सी० dरकाडj

म[ Harish नाम से दजj है अब नगर िनगम के dरकाडj म[ इस

आई०डी० नं० म[ Gाथ] िजसका नाम (1)सुनीता (2)tिच (3) 

तtण (4)िचराग के uारा वसीयत/वारसान केआधार पर अपने

नाम तबदील करवाना चाहते ह̂ िजसकी वारसान dरपोटj तह‐

सीलदार रोहतक uारा तसदीक की गई ह̂। यिद िकसी भी

जनसाधारण को इनके नाम तबदील करने म[ कोई भी आपpी

है तो 30 िदन के अंदर -अंदर नगर िनगम कायाjलय म[ अपनी

आपिp दजj करवाये अwथा Gोपट] टैx म[ उनके नाम

तबदील कर दी जायेगी। िजसके िलए नगर िनगम रोहतक

कोई उpरदायी नही ं होगा ।

�मांक: MCR/ZTO/2024/4513

 े"ीय कराधान अिधकारी

नगर िनगम रोहतक ।
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Sri lanka’s interim head
coach Sanath Jayasuriya
on Wednesday revealed

that IPL side Rajasthan Royal’s
high performance director
Zubin Bharucha has helped
his batters prepare for the
upcoming T20 series against
India where he expects them
to take advantage of the recent
retirements by stars like Rohit
Sharma and Virat Kohli.
Rohit, Kohli and all-rounder
Ravindra Jadeja retired from
the T20 Internationals after
India’s World Cup triumph last
month. The T20 series against
Sri Lanka will get underway
here on July 27.
Jayasuriya revealed despite
some of the Sri Lankan
players’ involvement in the
Lanka Premier League, they
have held a six-day camp with
Bharucha.
“We just started the sessions
just after the LPL. Most of the
players are playing the LPL, so
they were busy with cricket
and what we wanted (for
them) was to play cricket as
much as possible,” he said.
“We got Zubin from Rajasthan
Royals and we had about six
days of work and also with the
other cricketers who finished
with the LPL. I hope the
players have learnt what you
(management) wanted to do in
terms of practice and their

technique.
“The preparation was good,
and we have two more days in
Kandy before the T20 starts,”
he added.
Jayasuriya said the sessions
with Bharucha were intense
and the players have been able
to learn a lot from him.
“It is important to learn as
international cricketers new
techniques, new approaches
and shot making to be
effective,” he said.
India also have a new captain
in Suryakumar Yadav for
T20Is and Jayasuriya, while
acknowledging the struggles
of his side, urged them to
make the most of the
opportunity.
“Rohit Sharma and Virat Kohli
are best players in the world.

Looking at their talent and the
kind of cricket they have
played we all know where they
belong, along with Jadeja,”
Jayasuriya was quoted as
saying by Associated Press
during a press meet.
“Their absence will be loss to
the Indian team and we have
to take maximum advantage
out of that,” he said.
Heads rolled in the top
management of Sri Lanka
team after the debacle in the
T20 World Cup in the
Americas.
After Sri Lanka made a
preliminary round exit, upon
return the team captain
Wanindu Hasaranga, head
coach Chris Silverwood and
high performance consultant
Mahela Jayawardena all

resigned.
When asked about Sri Lanka’s
current state, Jayasuriya hoped
the players are able to develop
themselves.
“It is up to the players, we have
been doing all the work in
terms of practice, we have
given training, we have got
best coaches. I think Sri Lanka
Cricket has provided most of
the things and now it is up to
the players,” he said.
“For the present cricketers to
come to that level, we have
been doing all the necessary
work and I hope in next two
years there will be a lot of
development in these boys,”
the batting great added.
“We need to give a little bit of
time. I know, for the cricket-
loving public it is frustrating

sometimes but be patient, give
us time, we are working ion it.
It is really hard work on it with
the players and they will do
well.”
The 1996 World Cup winner
said Sri Lanka have enough
talent in ranks to come out of
troubled times while
acknowledging the frustration
of the fans.
“We have enough of talent.
What we want (from them) is
to go out in the middle and
deliver -- it is not easy, we
know that,” he said.
“We have delivered when we
were playing and now the time
has come, people are waiting
for this present team to
perform and with what we are
doing at the moment they will
deliver very soon,” he added.
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Senior player Deepti Sharma
said India’s mantra in the

Women’s T20 Asia Cup has
been to take one game at a time
as conditions haven’t really
changed from the last time the
team played here. 
India marched into the
semifinals with a thumping 82-
run win over Nepal on Tuesday
after fireworks with the bat
from Shafali Verma (81 off 48
balls) and Deepti’s impressive
3/13 with the ball.
India amassed 178 for 3 after
batting first and then restricted
Nepal to a paltry 98 for 9 in
their 20 overs. 
“From the first game we are

pretty confident about each
(match) and every situation
and the condition as well. We
are looking forward to semi-
final as well,” Deepti told the
media after the match.
She said not much has changed
in terms of the nature of the
pitches and conditions in Sri
Lanka from the team’s previous
tour to the island nation in
June 2022. 
“Nothing (has) changed, just
keep it very simple and just
focus for another match. I
played (here) last time also and
yeah, nothing changed,” she
said. “We (are) only backing
ourselves and you know,
conditions are really (the)
same.”

The right-arm off-spinner is
topping the bowling charts
with eight wickets in three
matches and she credited her
success to her readiness to
bowl in all situations.
“I (am) always ready to bowl in
any kind of situation. I like to
take the challenges from the
front. (It’s) nothing, just (that)
I’m enjoying each and every
match, plan accordingly and
what we discussed in the
meeting, I just apply myself,”
she said. 
“If we win the toss, it’s (a)
positive (approach) from the
upfront. As a batting unit also,
we are doing really well from
the game one and we finished
also well,” she added.
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Ollie Pope reckons England
can breach the 600-run

mark inside a day’s play in Test
cricket while ruling out any let
up to their ultra aggressive
‘Bazball’ approach with the bat. 
England hold the record for
the most runs scored in a day
when they piled up 588 for 6
on the second day of the
Manchester Test against India
in 1936, and Pope believes the
current side under Ben Stokes
can eclipse that.
“Sometimes we might score
280 to 300 in a day but that’s
OK and probably because we’re
reading situations. There
might also be a day where we
go and get 500 to 600 at some
point in the future as well. And
that’s a cool thing to have,”
Pope was quoting as saying by
‘BBC Sport’.
In December 2022, England
smashed 506 runs on the
opening day of the first Test
against Pakistan in Rawalpindi. 
England are currently 2-0 up in
the three-match Test series
against the West Indies after
they followed up a victory by
an innings at Lord’s with a
comprehensive 241-run win at

Trent Bridge, Nottingham last
week. 
The third and final Test starts
on Friday at Edgbaston. 
The win in Nottingham was
the first time England scored
400-plus in both innings of a
Test match with totals of 416
and 425. Pope (121 in first
innings) was one of three
England centurions in the
second Test alongside Joe Root
and Harry Brook.
Pope said there might be times
England batters will have to
“manage the game a little bit
more” but that their attacking
Bazball style under coach
Brendon McCullum and
captain Stokes has now
become second nature.
“I got asked on day one at Trent
Bridge ‘do you get told to play
like that?’. No, we don’t. It’s just
our natural games and the way
we go about it,” Pope said.
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Human excellence is often
closely linked to human

fortitude and Olympics is the
prime example of it.
The Paris Games, starting on
Friday, will be a gathering of
10,500 athletes, 117 of them
from India, competing for a
mere 329 medals.
Needless to say, talent alone
won’t decide who finishes on
the podium. It will also boil
down to the mind and how one
can discipline it to cope with
the grandeur and pressure of
the big moments.
Visualisation, blocking out the
noise and being focussed are
among the techniques that are
often talked about but are they
as easy to implement in a
highly competitive
environment? 
“There is a lot of pressure
(already) in sports and when
you compete at the Olympics,
you have to be someone who
has gone through a lot of highs
and lows as well,” explains Dr
Divya Jain, a sports
psychologist with Fortis
Healthcare. “In sports, you’re
confronted with winning and
losing on a day-to-day basis, so
it’s not about winning every
time; it’s about how you
recover, how quickly you
bounce back from a mistake,”
she said while explaining the
difference between Olympians
and other athletes.
“There is public scrutiny,
staying away from family, the
noise of the Games... All of
these are aspects that athletes
have to cope with at a
psychological level,” she added.

For the next few weeks athletes
will try to be at the peak of
their form. To do that, they
have trained physically and
mentally but the medal
winners will be those who are a
tad more tenacious and
focussed than the rest.
“Not only do they have their
own high expectations, but
they also carry the hopes of
their entire country and
scrutiny of a global audience,”
says Keerthana Swaminathan,
a sports psychologist and
president of the Indian Sport
Psychologists Association.
“Being away from families,
friends and home is a part of
sportspersons’ lives but in
Olympics, with all eyes on
them, it could lead to further
stress and anxiety.
“Olympians often have to deal
with extensive travel and long
periods away from family and
friends, which can be really
isolating. This combination
can take a serious toll on their
mental health, making it
crucial for them to have strong
support systems and access to
mental health resources,” she
adds.
And to ensure that Indian
athletes have calmer minds,
the a first of its kind specialised
medical team is accompanying

the contingent, featuring
wellness specialists, and a sleep
scientist among the regular
medical staff.
“Representing and competing
for one’s country can instil a
deep sense of responsibility
and pride but that also adds an
additional layer of pressure as
athletes at the Olympics often
feel that they are competing for
national glory,” says Dr Nanaki
J Chadha, a Sport and
Performance Psychologist.
Dealing with distractions is
something that every athlete
needs to learn since focussing
on the ‘here and now’ goes a
long way.
“It’s also about being able to
harness that pressure because
it’s natural for anyone to be in a
high-stress situation, to have
certain responses to that
pressure. Your heart rate may
increase, muscle tension may
change, your rhythm may
change,” explains Dr Divya
Jain.
“So you need to train yourself
to work through that pressure
and also to harness that
pressure to help do better,
actually become stronger, (to)
have more explosive

movement, recognising that
that’s the body we are
preparing, rather than clearing
that kind of competition
situation,” she explains.
That mental health is a crucial
aspect of an athlete’s overall
competitive preparedness has
been stressed quite often by
India’s first individual Olympic
gold-medallist Abhinav
Bindra. Bindra has often tlaked
about his own struggles before
the Beijing top finish.
WHAT SEPARATES AN
OLYMPIC MEDALLIST
FROM OTHERS?: “Medallists
have an extraordinary ability to
maintain unshakeable focus
and concentration, even in the
most intense situations,”
Keerthana says,
“They can block out
distractions - whether it’s the
noise of the crowd, the
pressure of the moment, or the
actions of their competitors -
and stay entirely present in
their performance,” she adds.
It is something that Bindra and
some of other top Indian
sportspersons have also often
pointed out. Being flexible to
last-minute changes and self-
assurance are also an
important aspect.
“They trust in their training,
abilities and preparation,
which helps them take risks
when necessary and push their
limits without fear of failure.
This self-assurance also acts as
a buffer against the pressure
and expectations they face,
enabling them to perform at
their peak,” Keerthana says.
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From lunching alongside
tennis icon Roger Federer

to taking a set off Chinese
legend Ma Long, India’s flag-
bearer for Paris Olympics,
Achanta Sharath Kamal, on
Wednesday recalled the most
memorable moments from his
five appearances at the Games
so far. The 42-year-old table
tennis legend helped the
Indian men’s team qualify for
the first time in history and is
believed to be set for his final
appearance at the Games.
The multiple-time
Commonwealth Games gold-
medallist believes that
qualifying as a team could
become the catalyst of growth
for table tennis in India.

Zubin Bharucha helping us, Lankans should take
advantage of Indian retirements: Jayasuriya
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For someone who has a huge
bank of memories from the
Olympics having made his first
appearance in 2004, Sharath
recalled running into Federer at a
dining hall in his debut Games.
“One day I was just out for lunch
and as I was entering from this
side, there was another person
coming from the other side with a
tennis bag and hair let loose. I feel
like I have seen him somewhere. I
couldn’t recognise who he was
with his hair let loose,” he said in a
release from Ultimate Table
Tennis. “We pass each other -- we
actually cross paths -- (and) he
goes to give his bag at the baggage
keeping area. I walk in, take my
plate looking at what to eat and it
suddenly strikes me. Man, it’s
Roger Federer!”


